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urriculum refom] movements of the 1980's have
affected visual arts curriculum generally and in specific
ways. In general, the Disciplinebased Art Education (DBAE)
reconceptualization, originating
out of art education theory, reflects the more broad reforms
which view education as serious
study.

Schools, and the
society that has supported education have
not corrsidered seriously
that people can be educated to deal ittore intelligently with 90% of
the information that
comes to them in a
lifetime through the
visual sense.
This approach is being given
definition and heavy support by
the Getty Center for Education in
Ihe Arts, has been reinforced by
goal statements of the National
Art Education Association, and is

one of the major influences on
the mandates for fine arts high
school graduation requirements
and the nature of fine arts goal
statements of state boards of
education. These directions lead
to a new, vital role of art education within the general education
of the young people of our nation
in the next century.
This article explores some
curricular history in the visual
arts area that has helped shape
this field in the 1980's. The nature of these changes in visual
arts affects the more general reform recommendations which
underlie expanded structure
(content and behaviors) of visual
arts education as well as those
curricular challenges inherent in
such an expansion. Recommendations will be offered for consideration in planning for the
new discipline-based art education.
The Adolescent Period in Art
Education
The history of art education
shows that it has identified with a
variety of justifications and curricular emphases. This vacillation can be explained by the
adolescence of art education in
relation lo the other disciplines of
formal education and its gener-
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ally tenuous acceptance.
Schools, and the society that has
supported education have not
considered seriously that people
can be educated to deal more intelligently with 90% of the information that comes to them in a
lifetime through the visual sense.
In addition, art teachers, rewarded throughout their involvement with art for independent and divergent thinking, havc
frequently preferred to plan their
own teaching rather than conform to curriculum plans to
which they had not contributed.
They became accustomed to a
semi-isolated role in the school
and have not articulated their
contribution well. In many
cases, they have not pointedly
taught for efficient processing of
visual information, nor created
excitement about the world of art
that has consistently existed
throughout history and across
cultures.
Recent Curriculum Developments in Art Education
Even in the 1960's, art education leaders with a vision for
responsible art education did not
advocate such independence.
Eisner called for structured curriculum development in the visual arts, maintaining that artistic
3

learning is not an automatic consequence of maturation" (1 968).
Eisner continued m describe the
Ke ttering-supported curricuium
development project which demonstrated ( I ) that artistic learning
can be facilitated by instruction;
and (2) that a curriculum developed with clarity and with instructional support for the elementary school teacher working
in the self-contained classroom
can be used effectively to enable
even the very young ,child to obtain both competence and satisfaction in the visual arts.
Simultaneously, innovative
approaches to cuniculum development were going on in other
parts ofthe country. Rouse &
Hubbard ( 1 970a) were papering
the walls with huge scope and
sequence charts in preparation
for publication of Art: Meaning,
Method and Media (Rouse &
Hubbard, 1970b), the first structured and sequential curriculum
in art education designed for selfcontained cIassroom use in
grades one through six with student texts and explicit teacher

practice. The SWRL program,
however, provides filmstrips of
works of art. As implemented in
the Institute for Educators on the
Visual Arts, a program of the
Getty Center for Education in the
Arts, this fi lmstrip/guide format

manuals.
This endeavor was followed
by other published elementary
level art curricula (Alexander,
1988; Chapman, 1986;Hubbard,
1987) and the Southwest Regi onal Educational Laboratory's
(SWRL) Elementary Art Program ( I 976). Most of these

choice in the art curriculums
published for self-contained
classroom use. PAC is a card
format system for wt teachers to
use in planning kindergarten
through grade eight art lessons.
It includes vertically sequenced
concepts, goals, and art experiences together with student interests and characteristics typical
for each grade level. Teachers
plan lessons by selecting cards
that, combined, are components
of a viable art encounter. The art
experience cards include some

projects used a significant number of photographs of works of
art in their textbooks, and as
such, were different from the almost exclusive art production
emphasis of art education in
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encouraged teachers to engage
students in serious discussion of
the works of art presented. The
Herberholz ( 1 987) art reproductions and guide designed to accompany the Hubbard ( 1 987) art
curriculum, likewise promote
students' serious contemplation
and discussion of art. Poster-size
art reproductions (over 800
available from Shorewood Reproductions) enable students to
view and discuss visual qualities
easily obscured in books and allow the information noted to remain accessible throughout the
lesson or lessons for which it is
relevant.
Continuing the trend toward
structure and sequence, Planning
Ap.1 C~rriculurn(PAC) (Armstrong, 1979) was developed in
response to criticism from art
teachers of too little teacher

perceptual awareness and appreciative experiences, but this area
could be more boldly expanded
to specifically identify experiences based on the art history, art
criticism and aesthetics content
areas of art education.
Recent examples of art curricula designed for the secondary
level art teachers (Mittlet, 1986;
Goldstein et al, 1986) emphasize
the integration of art criticism, art
history and aesthetics experiences with art production activities in keeping with current developments in the field of art
education. Probably because of
the wide variation in the structure
of high school programs, no ver~icallysequenced secondary curricula in art are commercially
avajlable. Secondary art teachers
need to responsibly address curriculum development as applicable to their own district programs, and many elementary m
specialists will prefer to do so,
also.
Current Status and Recommendations for Art Education

Curricula
Based on reconmendations
of Manual Barkan ( 1 966) at the
1 965 conference on Supervision
and Curriculum Development in
Art Education, pleas for refocusing by leaders in art education
(Madeja, 2 980; Zimmerman &
Clark, 1 98 I), and results of research which exposed shoxtcomings of the studio emphasis
of art education (Wilson, 1966%
1966b, 19721, attention was
drawn to the importance of more
specific instruction in art history,
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art criticism and aesthetics content areas. As if the recomrnendations suddenly came of age, in
1985 the National Art Education
Association published goals for
art education that supported the
four content area emphasis (art
production as the fourth area).
With the impetus of programs of
the Getty Center for Education in
the Arts in a variety of ways
(1984 and continuing), this message has had great impact.
The educational reform
movement also set the stage for a
more 'serious' art education.
State departments of education
have responded with goals and
objectives for the arts; states
have legislated the fine arts as
one of the major areas of study in
the schools and have included
visual arts in a variety of combinations in high school graduation
requirements; and college entrance requirements are including
the study of art. State assessment
plans include the visual arts, and
that prospect alerts teachers to
seek means of gathering evidence
of art learning by non-traditional
means and to prepare students for
state assessment by traditional
instrumentation.
All of these changes have impacted on and will continue to
influence local district curriculum planning as well as art
teacher retraining and preparation. Art teachers who have entered the profession because of
an aff~nityto a studio area will
probably need to expand their
knowledge base for curriculum

planning and develop new strategies for instruction in aesthetics,
art history, and criticism. Art
teachers are rising to this challenge, and are requesting assistance in expanding the curriculum content and methods that
they may have only casually addressed in the past.

Custom Planning a Visual Arts
Curriculum
Planning art curricula, which
has always been a gigantic task is
now even more challenging with
the emphasis on the more complete content-art history, art
criticism, art production, and
aesthetics. With each of these
comes an expanded consideration
of the process skills involved in
their introduction-perceptual
analysis skills, critical thinking,
relating and synthesizing skills,
and verbal (oral and written) expression of students' observations. A broad representation of
cultures and art forms is needed
in selection of exemplary visual
resources.
Starting with principles that
have not changed, any cuniculum must remain compatible with
(yet continually challenge) the
intellectual and physical capabilities of the student. Student
interests can serve as motivators
or subject matter possibilities and
may 'customize' the structure of
a curriculum based on the discipline content. Variety in dimension of art production activities,
length and type of activities (discussion, analysis, production),

media, historical and contemporary exemplars, etc., are obvious
considerations.
Expansive and unwieldy discipline content could easily discourage curriculum planning. In
art, there are simple to complex
hierarchies in connection with
numerous concepts and principles, but not one major hierarchical structure is commonly described for 'disciplines.' Therefore, curriculum development in
art may be more complexfinding compatible and
supportive links between
concepts within hierarchies of
domains of the four disciplines
which comprise art education.
Classification of that content is
critical to making the best
selections and combinations, to
avoid undue redundancy, and yet
to provide a comprehensive
education.
Content and Behaviors Organization for Art Curriculum
Planning
Expanding the domains identified by Barkan, Chapman &
Kern (19701, a curriculum developer in art would consider visual
arts content as having (1) a
structural domain, (2) an historical domain, (3) an aesthetics domain, and (4) an art forms and
media domain. One would also
consider art behaviors as having
( I ) production inquiry strategies,
(2) art criticism skills, (3) philosophic skills, (4) art historical
inquiry skills, and (5) techniques
and manipulative skills.

Content
The structural domain includes the subsuming and subor-

dinate concepts related to the
elements of art and principles by
which they are commonly organized (Barkan, Chapman, &
Kern, 1970;Davis, 1971; Armstrong, 1979). The historical
domain includes: periods, dynasties or eras of art; cultures; ethnic, folk, and popular arts;
themes as related to contextual
variables; styles; and individual
artists. The aesthetics domain
includes questions about the nature and value of art, meta criticism and media-related questions
about art in general, and the way
aesthetic theories (imitation, expression, formal organization,
social institutions, or combinations of these) answer these
questions (Armstrong, 1988).
The art forms and media domain
includes art forms categories
such as painting, sculpture, design, weaving, etc.; media categories such as stone, acrylics,
plaster, copper, dye, wood; and
equipment categories such as
loom, printing press, kick wheel,
kiln, canvas.

Behaviors
The production inquiry strategy locuses on behaviors such as
visual analysis, classify, hypothesize, synthesize, evaluate
(Armstrong & Amstrong, 1977;
Armstrong, 1 979, 1986). The art
criticism skills include description of facts, technical and sensory qualities; formal analysis;
expressive qualities; interpretation; speculation; and evaluation

(Feldrnan, 1967; Broudy, 1972;
Hamblen, 1986). Philosophic
skills include inference verification, plausibility, assumption and
premise validity, and definition
(Stewart, 1988; Erickson, 1988);
and reasoning skills of observing,
infening, generalizing, defining,
formulating and evaluating lines
of reasoning, and making distinctions (Ennis, 1980) relative to
the visual arts. Art historical
skills would include documenting facts and conditions, reconstructing, interpreting meaning
within the context of the era produced, explaining a work in
terms o € influences, traditions,
themes: and forming principles
that operate in the work (Erickson, 1983; Mittler, 1986).
Curriculum planning involves
appropriately selecting the teachable subordinate concepts derived from any category o€any
domain that will contribute to a
viable learning experience for
students and arranging the experiences so that learning can
meaningfully accumulate for the
student. Some procedural suggestions follow:
1. Sort information that can be
taught by domains and categones.

2. Sort within each category by
complexity.
3. Assign levels of information
to appropriate grade levels or

comes.
4. Continue to plan for one
grade level or course, looking for
relationships between items in all
categories of the domains that
will contribute to a meaningful
encounter with art.

5. Sequence encounters according to logical sophistication
of conceptual development or
within domain expansion, time
periods, dimension variation, etc.
For example, imagine that all
the items under each category of
each domain of content and behaviors are written on separate
cards. If there are 100 aesthetics
generalizations that one desires
to introduce over a five year period as encounter organizers (for
selection of art historical exemplars, subjects of art criticism
experiences, art production activi ty, and aesthetics discussion),
the generalizations would be
sorted into five groups that vary
in sophistication or suggest application to different courses
scheduled. Having done the
same with each category of each
domain, the curriculum developer would look for those good
matches between components
that have been selected to be
taught at one level. The PAC
(Armstrong, 1979) system is a
model for this approach to synthesizing content in curriculum
planning.
Horizontal sequencing (for
logical movement from one encounter to the next throughout a
term of study) would follow and
be determined by logical conceptual sophistication or prerequisite learnings, part to whole
considerations, chronological
orderings, present to past, familiar to strange, strange to familiar,
concrete experiences to abstract
ones, or ever widening circles of
understanding (Doll, 1 986).
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Validity and Viability of Curricula
A responsible, organized approach to content selection contributes to accountability for that
content. Charts or grids where
the curriculum developer would
tally the frequency of use of
content from hierarchies within a
specific domain, or write in key
descriptors, would help in demonstrating comprehensiveness
and reinforcement of structural
con~ponentswitl~outredundancy.
Accountability for
comprehensiveness and use in
the curriculum is a content analysis validity check (Thompson.

poses, content and means), subject validity (accurate and significant representation of the
products of inquiry as well a s the
means of inquiry), and political
feasibility (community expectations as well as a comrnunity-ofeducated-persons' expectations).
Viability means 'Does the curriculum work?' and, while a curriculum plan awaits this demonstration, it must appear to be able
to work-in planning of time,
difficulty level, resources, and
teacher expertise needed
(Thompson, 1975).

1975).

Recommendations for curriculu~nplanning in art have expanded the content to include art
history, art criticism, art production and aesthetics in integrated
encounters, and have called for

Similar grid structures could
demonstrate meeting the curriculum goals through the encounters planned: philosophic
validity (agreement between pur-

Summay

written, structured and sequenced
curriculum plans. Planning art
cumcula may involve a course or
as many as thirteen grade levels
(K- 12) and possibly multiple
courses at each grade level in
high school. Expansive content
demands an organized structure
in order for a teacher to be accountable for comprehensiveness
and appropriateness of the curriculum, and a classification and
sorting procedure is recommended to accomplish this.
Growing out of adolescence
is never easy, but art education is
proceeding in a responsible direction of cumculurn reform as it
enters the 2 1 " Century.
Originally pu biished in Vol. XI V,
No. 3, August 1988.
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~ he educational
f
reform
movement has produced

1

many important challenges
for educators and others who are
in some way responsible for improving the quality of American
public education (Elmore, 1 990;
Schlechly, 1990). Effective
preparation of teachers, who are
charged with the daily, direct responsibility of educating the nation's children, is one of the most
important of those challenges.
Yet many questions surround

i

1
I
I

i
I

I

teacher preparation and there
clearly is not, and will surely not
emerge, "one best way" to proceed ( b i n , 1990; Rosenhollz,
1989; Wise and DarlingHammond, 1987).
The central contention put
forward in this article is that, to
achieve meaningful school reform, teacher preparation and
performance in schools must be
treated as interdependent with the
preparation and performance of
other professional educators.
Teacher preparation should be
more integrated with the preparation of other educators rather
than treated as IargeIy a separate

process, as is typically now the
case.

School Reform and Educator
Preparation
The reform context in which
issues concerning educator
preparation need to be addressed
At various times over
is in many respects very unsettled. Public concerns over the
the last several decades.
- ,
quality of K- t 2 public education
virtually all aspects
in the United States has a long
0f public S C ~ O O ~and~ compelling history (Peterson,
1 983). At various times over the
have come under SCPUlast several decades, virtually all
tiny and been found
aspects of public schooling havc
wanting, leading to
come under scrutiny and been
found wanting, leading to public
public demands for
demands for school reform. The
school reform.
current school reform movement
which began in the early 1980's
has seen intense public chalThus our concern here is
lenges of the assumptions unwith preparation of teachers and
derlying schools themselves and
others as educators rather than
expectations for schooling outwith preparation of teachers
comes (Bennett, 1986; Boyer,
alone. After briefly examining
1983; Goodlad, 1984). Nationeducator preparation in the conwide calls for refom, often stritext of school reform, we offer
dently expressed, have focused
our perspectives on what we see
on the need for change in school
as productive approaches to more
governance structures and fundintegrated educator preparation
ing mechanisms, school munand comment on salient implicaagment (including administrations for the field.
tor, teacher, parent. and community involvement), administrator

I
!
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and teacher practices and preparation, instruction and the content
and delivery of school curricula,
and student behavior and student
leaming (Jacobson and Conway,
1990; Raywid, 1990).
Over the past ten years, extraordinary amounts of human
energy have been devoted to
achieving school reform.
-

-

-

Mare a~rdmore schools
may wellfind itprofitable to move toward becoming more collaborative, problem solving, or
learning organizations
engaged in deliberative
and systematic sch 001based inquiry.
All quarters of the educational
enterprise have been involved in
some way in reform efforts: federal, state, and local governance
bodies, including executive and
legislative bodies, the courts, and
state and local boards of education; administrators, teachers,
students, parents, and community
members; the business community and special interest groups;
accrediting agencies, professional associations, and unions;
and a vast network of groups and
individuals from the higher education, research, and policy
communities who study and try
to impact education and educational effects from diverse, often

10

contended perspectives (DarlingHarnmond, I 984; Rehage, 1990).
At the core reform activity, two
primary approaches to school
refom-"top down" as opposed
to "bottom-up" approaches-continue to be played out across the
nation (Murphy, 1990; Rehage,
1987b). From the outset of the
current reform movement, school
reform has been approached
through legislatively initiated,
"top-down" reform mandates.
The assumption underlying such
mandates has been that "new"
forms of external control of education are necessary to overcome
what many people from outside
the schools (and some people
within them) see as deeply en-

trenched, dysfunctional educational practices ordinaxil y under
the control or influence of "selfinterested" professional educators. Top-down reform efforts
have tended to focus on teachers
and administrators as "part of the
problem" rather than as key actors in the resolution of school
problems. Fwzher, the prevailing
view has been that educators by
themselves either will not attempt to change dysfunctional
educational practices-r cannot
succeed in doing sewithout new
external mandates, enabling
mechanisms, and means to assure
educator accountability for
achieving reform. The playing
out of top-down approaches to
refom is evident in current debates about national goals for
education (Cuban, 1990) and in
legislation enacted in numerous
states mandating, for example,
statewide school curriculum

standards, pre-licensure testing of
pre-service teachers, administrators, and other education professionals, and requirements for inservice evaluation and professional development of educators
(Jacobson and Conway, 1990;
Murphy, 1990; Rehage, 1987a).

I

)

Top-down reform
efforts have tended to
focus on teachers and
administrators as $art
of the problem" rather
than as key actors
in the resolution of
school problems.
At this point, it is premature to
judge the potential power of national educational goals for
achieving school refornl. At the
state level, many mandates for
top-down school reforn~,such as
those noted above ,are still in
effect; and indeed new state
mandates continue to be enacted.
Yet their success in achieving
demonstrable reform has been
widely questioned by their initiators in state legislatures across
the country, by the community at
large, and by the community of
educators and other involved professionals-school practitioners,
higher education researchers,
policy analysts, and the li ke-who
have been closely associated in
some way with carrying out or
assessing the effects of reform
mandates. A widely held view
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appears to be that, although more
time is needed to fully assess
their effects on student outcomes,
top-down reforms have not
worked as well as hoped for in
addressing real school problems
and, by themselves, are unlikely
ever to do SO (Goodlad and
Keat ing. 1990).
In our view, public investment
in cducator preparation should be
made around an interdisciplinary
core of shared knowledge which
i s focused on developing those
capabilities and attitudes which
will foster and support more interdependent functioning across
all professional educator roles.
"Bottom-up" reform, the second approach to reform beingplayed out across the country,
has emerged in the last few years
in large part as a response to recognition of the limitations of topdown reform. In contrast to topdown efforts, bottom-up reform
efforts have tended to regard
both teachers and administrators
as key actors in the resolution of
school problems rather than as
central to the problem. At the
core of bottom-up reform, however, is the assumption that
"teacher empowerment" and,
most recently, "parent and cornmuni ty empowerment" are central to achieving school reform.
The whole notion of "empowerment" in the reform context has
had critical impact on expectations for the roles and responsibilities of school administrators
as well. While mechanisms enabling bottom-up reform have often been externally mandated,
bottom-up reform efforts are by

definition intended to be more
local ly-generated and countless
such efforts are evident in the
nation's schools. The playing
out of bottom-up approaches to
reform can be seen in the increasing incidence of fornlalized,
collaborative relationships now
evident in schools-for example,
site-based management, vertical
instructional leadershp teams,
and school councils charged with
shared school governance (Barth,
1990; Reyes, 1 990). Other current efforts which are consistent
with bottom-up approaches to
rcfotm are the development of
schools as learning organizations
(Senge, 1990), the practice of
school-based inquiry (Glickrnan,
19901, and the preparation of
educators as reflective practitioners (Schon, 1987).

At the core of bottom-up
reform, however, is the
assumption that
"teacher empowerment"
and, most recently,
'@parentand community
empo wertent " are
central to achieving
school reform.
While not without problems,
bottom-up reform efforts clearly
have captured the public imagination. For at least the short
term, bottom-up refom seems
productive as a strategy for the
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involvement of educators and lay
people in new forms of educational experimentation that may
produce school improvement.
However, it is clearly too early to
judge
the possible documentable,
long-term effects of bottom-up
reform on student outcomes.
Many have argued, in fact, that
neither top-down nor bottom-up
reform efforts as so far conceived
have addressed the complex and
difficult challenge of educating
students with widely varying
educational needs at all-nor in
such a way as to meet predetermined standards of excellence.
Nonetheless, there is great concern expressed in both the literature and the field that, should
bottom-up reform not be embraced by the educational cornmunity or not succeed in
achieving school improvement, a
third approach will soon be
played out-a new era of topdown reforms, mandated more
heavily and prescriptively than
previously (Glickman. 1990;
Natriello, 1990; Wjsnjewski,
.

1989).

In this unsettled context of
school reform, then, educator
preparation is problematic. If
school reform strategies, and thus
schooling, are still evolving, how
can we achieve greater understanding of the contexts in which
educators must be prepared to
function? What will schools be
like and what should we be preparing educators to know and be
able to do in "schools," whatever
their form? How should the
preparation of educators proceed
and under whose governance?

What investment should we
make in the preparation of the
teachers, administrators, and
other educational professionals
who must not only keep schools
running in some acceptable
fashion on a daily basis but also
be leaders and participants in
educational reform?

We believe that interdependency preparation
models merit attention
and investment of both
the community of educators and the publics
which they serve.
Perspectives on Educator
Preparation
Again, our contention is that,
to achieve meaningful school reform, teacher preparation and
performance in schools must be
treated as interdependent with the
preparation and performance of
other professional educators.
Teacher preparation should be
more integrated with the preparation of other educators rather
than treated as largely a separate
process, as is typically now the
case. We base this contention on
two key observations:
1. Current bottom-up reform
strategies, supported in part by
enabling top-down strategies,
and the kinds of next generation of reform efforts that
could emerge from them are
sumciently promising to merit
further development and pub-

lic investment. Based on what
we are learning from site-based
n~anagementand other collaborative, shared governance reform
efforts, for example, more and
more schools may well find it
profitable to move toward becoming more collaborative
problem-solving or learning organizations engaged in deliberative and systematic school-based
inquiry. The prospects of such a
development are genuinely exciting for achieving school reform and have important implications for educator preparation.
School-based management,
school-based inquiry, and other
such reform strategies carry with
them certain assumptions:
That schools need to develop
new structures and processes
for professional staff members to talk and work together
more collaboratively across
traditional roles and lines;
That this process will ultimately lead to new formal
and informal professional
roles in schools and some
new lines of organizational
authority;
That teacher and administrator responsibilities and perfonnance will become increasitlgly interdependent;
and
That interdependence between schools, parents, and
the community will also increase as an essential part of
the educational process.

Changes in school structures,

roles, and processes and educator
preparation will clearly need to

proceed together as a coordinated, integrated effort.
2. Neither in-sewice nor preservice educators typically
have the training or experience
necessary to carry out their
professional roles in the collaborative, interdependen t
modes demanded by reform
and the emerging conditions of
schooling. New approaches to
educator preparation are called
for. In our view, public investment in educator preparation
should be made around an interdisciplinary core of shared
knowledge which is focused on
developing those capabilities and
attitudes which will foster and
support more interdependent
functioning across all professional educator roles. To this
end, we believe that all educators
need to be prepared to work more
collaboratively within the school
organization as members of professional teams charged with delivery of educational programs
and services. Consequently, we
also believe that alI educators
need to be prepared to have
greater understanding of the
school organization as a wholehow it functions, its socia1 and
community context, and roles
and responsibilities of other professional educators.
Clearly, these expectations
are not now met in educator
preparation programs at any
level. The content of an interdisciplinary core of professional
knowledge for teachers, administrators, and other educators that
would satisfy these expectations
is problematic and would un-
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questionably be contested by
various interest groups bringing
their own conceptualizations and
concerns to the task. We do not
presume to have the answers, nor
do we intend to be overly prescriptive about content. However, for our purposes here, we
can suggest preliminarily that the
core of shared knowledge implied above would minimally
need to include theoretical, research, policy, and practice elements of the following:
Schools as cultura1 systems,
focusing on self-knowledge,
on knowledge of others in the
context of alternative belief,
value, and behavior systems,
and on processes of culture
building toward defined
goals.
Comrnunicabion, focusing on
personal, interpersonal, organizational, and interorganizational communication
around the educational process and interdependent professional functioning.
Educational policy,governance, a n d law,focusing on
the contexts, structures, and
parameters within which
educational processes occur
and their impact on professional functioning across
roles.
Organizational theo~ya n d
inquiy, focusing on sensemaking concerning human
behavior in and around educational organizations,
qualitative and quantitative
data gathering and interpretation concerning organizational functioning and the

educational process, and application of knowledge to reflective educational practice.
Information technology, focusing on applications of
technology for organizational
sensemaking, organizational
operations, and student
learning.
Teaching and learning, focusing on contexts and processes for facilitating student
learning and responsibilities
across professional roles.
Adult learning and development, focusing on contexts
and processes for facilitating
development of human potential among professional
staff and others who are involved in the educational
process.
While these are, in our view,
necessary elements of a shared
knowledge base across professional educator roles, they are
unquestionably insufficient in
both scope and specificity.
However, we believe that the
idea of a shared knowledge base
to promote and support interdependent functioning among professional educators and with the
community is fully defensible
and should underlie any consideration of teacher, administrator,
and other professional preparation. Many important issues
concerning the idea of a shared
knowledge base for educator
preparation need to be articulated
and addressed. It is in our view
critical: (a) that more complete
definition of a shared knowledge
base be undertaken by appropri-
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ate bodies, with all due speed;
and (b) that this be done taking
into consideration the broad implications of developing and instituting models of educator
preparation focused on supporting more interdependent role performance in schools.

Preparing Educators for Interdependent Performance
Rethinking "teacher preparation" as "educator preparation"
as we have attempted to do here
is a clear departure from traditional assumptions about professional preparation. A number of
important questions raised by the
prospect of moving toward
preparation of educators for more
interdependent role perfomancewhat we call interdependency
preparation models-need to be
addressed: What deliberative
processes about the merits of interdependency preparation models need to be engaged in and
who should participate? How
can adequate levels of resources
be made available to support interdependency models? Who
should participate in development of a shared knowledge base
and who should determine content? How can the knowledge
base be integrated into curricula
for educator preparation? Who
should control the content and
delivery of the curriculum?
What should be the role of universities, schools, and other
agencies? How can we achieve
both rich diversity and reasonable consistency in preparation
across institutions? How can
preparation institutions better

The Educator and the Sexuallv Active Child
by Domeena C. Renshaw
At the time of original publicafion: Domeena C. Renshaw, M.D.,
pursued her career in medicine first in South Africu, then in the
United States. Professor of'Ps)~chiatuyand Director of the Sexual
Dysfunction Clinic at Loyolo Urriversip. Dr. Renshaw has lectured
widely and written numerous arficles and books in her area ofspecialization, pediatric psychiatry and human sexuality.
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n September, 1983, on a
teacher institute day, a tenyear-old girl was at home unsupervised while her divorced
mother was at work. The child
called a New York telephone
number, known to many students
in her class, for a free porn recording. Another 10-year-old
arranged a "fun" conference call
to the same number from her
grandmother's home so that four
of her younger friends could also
listen. Where did the children
get the number? From Hustler,
or other magazines that use telephone pornography as a marketing gimmick to sell more of their
publications. Where do children
find porn magazines? In a
neighbor's garage, the garbage, a
school washroom, from older
friends, and dozens of other unexpected places. At one level,
such resourcefulness is quite enterprising for a fourth grader.
But at another, such eroticism at
this young age is distressing to
parents and professional educators.
Equally distressing is the
growing exposure to television

pornography. On October 20,
1983, "Spectrum" cable TV offered the Western Chicago suburbs a prime time movie, "Vice
Squad," rated R. It was laden
with explicit sex and prostitution.
Then an apparently redeeming
element was the brutality and
violence of using a car to kill a
prostitute. While a parent is
away at work or on the phone or
busy at honle, the eroticized and
audio-visually brutalized child
may watch this.
Cable TV pornography is obviously not illegal. Nor are obscenity laws violated by telephone promotions such as those
described above; such callers are
not unwillingly abused listeners,
as they would be when receiving
an obscene phone cal I. The
phone company readily complies
since they make large profits
From such fads, even though such
fads have cost thousands of dollars to commerce and industry in
the form of unnecessary on-thejob phone calls and lost work
hours. A court order to ban such
practices may not hold up in
higher courts.
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For parents and teachers, this
type of commercial sex represents a conten~poraryvalues crisis. But blaming the media only
touches the tip of the iceberg.
The real problem is how we, as a
culture, have avoided teaching
the moral, as well as accurate
factual, aspects of sexualjty
(Yates, 1978).
Consider the case of Sarah.
"How I wish 1 had known, when
1 was 15, what I know now," said
the 29-year-old, college-educated
woman. Sarah's first unconsummated marriage ended in annulment, and she finally sought
sex therapy four years into a second unconsurnmated marriage.
"All my mother kept saying to
me over and over as 1 grew up,
was that she'd throw me out if I
got pregnant. That's ail 1 remember about sex education at
home. School? You're joking.
When I was 12 years old, the
girls heard a talk about menstruation. The teacher said never
to put anything inside, because it
would tear the vagina. I was terrified of touching down there. "
Even as intellectually enlight-

i
I

:

ened adults, people have difficulty overcoming such early sexual fears. In Sarah's case, the
help of a caring, second husband
and a sex clinic which provided
accurate sex education and guidance by a physician, helped her
bring her behavior, emotions, and
cognition into alignment; Sarah
was finally able to have intercourse for the first time at age 29.
The important point is that
Sarah's problem could have been
prevented by accurate and appropriate sex education. The "overki 11," anti-sex education Sarah
received from her mother and
teachers may have succeeded in
preventing Sarah from contracting a sexually transmitted disease
or becoming pregnant, but it also
cost much in human suffering to
several persons: herself and both
husbands.
A dearth of sex education, or
predominantly negative sex education, can do more than leave a
person vulnerable to sexual dysfunction as an adult. It fosters
the kind of curiosity that leads
chi ldren-and adults-to seek out
pornography. Thus, our unwillingness to disperse accurate sexual information may indirectly be
promoting the pornography business. Consider that in Sweden,
wholesome, explicit, accurate sex
education has been available
(since 1956) to students h m
kindergarten through high
school. This program includes
an emphasis on equality, respect,
and commitment in interpersonal
reIationships. And in Sweden
there are d o m s of bankrupt,
boarded up porno shops. It is
-

I

-

lucrative to offer for sale what is
unknown, forbidden, and sexually novel. Few porn sellers go
broke in Chicago or other U.S.
cities; flourishing porn peddlers
have merely moved into the informational and moral vacuum
left by centuries of zero, wholesome sex education.

S t t ~ t ignorance
d
can also leave childpen
vulnerable to the forces
of peer pressure and CUriosity about sexual
aperimentation.
Sexual ignorance can also
leave children vulnerable to the
forces of peer pressure and curiosity about sexual experimentation, Much normal learning occurs through imitation and repetition; the sexually ignorant child
may, after viewing pornography,
try to mimic or comply with a
peer who initiates an imitation of
the scene. Confusion about sexual facts and sexual rights may
also lead to uneasy compliance
by a child in situations of sexual
abuse or incest. Whether with
peers or adults, the sexual experimentation and compliance
that results from ignorance of
and curiosity about sex, can take
on very real consequences, as
when a 13-year-old becomes a
mother.
We, as a society, have tended
to believe that children are sexual
innocents. As long as we hold
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that belief, we will stop them
from obtaining sexual knowledge
which we think will corrupt
them. But when are we to consider them adults-when they
have their first baby at 13, their
second abortion at 17, their third
treatment for venereal disease at
18? Or after they have been the
victims of ongoing abuse? Or,
less common but equally real,
when they have become a child
prostitute or have been approached for or u s 4 in child
pornography.
Children are sexually active,
in that they are continually in the
process of taking in and synthesizing information, feelings, and
values about sexuality; and many
are engaged in sexual behavior,
from masturbation and fantasizing to behavior that includes real
partners. The behavior of experimenting youngsters declares
that, at least for them, the stork is
dead (Shedd, 1976). Sexuality is
around them in society, not only
in the media, but also in the form
of condom machines in men's
washrooms, a divorced parent
whose boy or girl friend stays
overnight, or a relative, family
fnend, or peer who may approach them for sex.
How, then, are children to be
immunized against ignorance,
dysfunction, exploitation, and
other more subtle distortions
such as an overemphasis on the
genital aspect of loving relationships? A good sex education at
home, at school, or preferably at
both places, may prevent years of
human distress and later sexual
disability.

Unfortunately, very few individuals, even educators in this
decade, have themselves had a
satisfactory sex education at
home, in public school, or at
college. So all, including parents
and teachers, share a heritage of
sexual illiteracy. Parents, the
first and most important teachers,
as well as professional educators,
need to follow some important
steps in becoming competent sex
educators.

In all fairness, the
real explosion of accrrrate scientific kno wledge about how tlre sex
organsfunction is
hardly two decades old.
Perhaps foremost is the issue
of becoming comfortable with
providing sex education. For any
new task, the first step is to gain
accurate information. It is advisable to use proper terms for the
body's sexual parts and b c tions. In all fairness, the real explosion of accurate scientific
knowledge about how the sex
organs function i s hardly two
decades old; it is, however, now
widely and inexpensively available in paperback to any literate,
interested person (Bellevue &
Richter, 1970). Secondly, repeated attempts at sharing this
knowledge with children will enable the educator, whether parent
or professional, to gain skill at
the task: As skill in the task de-

velops, so does comfort. These
same two steps are involved in
learning to teach any subject. A
parent or other child educator
must realize and accept that initial anxiety in themselves is normal when first discussing sexuality with a child, and that they
and the child will not only survive, but both will have greater
respect for each other afterwards.
In addition to accurate factual
information about sex, educators
can enhance the emotionai and
moral aspects of a chiId's sexuality by teaching the five imperative R's of intimacy: ( 1) Relationship, (2) Respect, (3) Responsibility, (4) Risks, and ( 5 )
Rights.
1. Relationships have value in
every person's life from childhood to the deathbed. Part of
every good relationship is wanting to be with the other, and to
be close through looks, smiles,
talking, and playing together and
through forms of touching such
as shaking hands, hugging or
kissing; or through sustained
closeness, even sleeping together-which may or may not
be sexual (Renshaw, 197 8).
Children and teens need to learn
that there is mechanical sex
without love, and there is much
love without sex, as in families
and fi-iendshps. In special, close
relationships, there may be both
sex and love.
However, for too long, too
many persons have viewed sex
and love as synonymous. Young
people need to know the difference between a purely sexual relationship, and a loving relation-

ship that includes ingredients of
caring, sharing, loyalty, commitment, and trust, and possibly
sex.
2 . Respect for the other person,
for hislher privacy, differences
and values are all part of a good

relationship. This means no
pressure to take off clothes, nor
any forceful sexual activity.
Each person's body and mind
contains private parts which are
to be respected, whether this person is one's self, a friend, or a
relative. Privacy is a precious
human right to be protected carefully (Renshaw, 1967, 1984). No
one, inside or outside of the family, should violate that privacy.
3. Responsibility for the consequences of the closeness of two
people is also part of intimacy.
Both people must live wilh themselves. the partner, the family,
and the community after a sexual
encounter. Consequences may
include feelings of shame if sexual activities are discovered or
reported. This may be followed
by b taming each other and possibly breaking up as friends or lnvers. There is also the possibility
of losing other friends when one
spends most of hislher time with
"someone special." These consequences hold true for people of
all ages.
An essential responsibility
for every young person is to learn
about the new, strong, exciting
yet "scary" sexual body urges
that occur during puberty. For
the educator to discuss realistic
caution and pre-arousal control is
a "must" dimension of common
sense sex education (Renshaw,
-
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1973). Every young teen must
know that alcohol, certain drugs,
certain provocative music, dancing, readings, movies and being
together in a car or bedroom are
all factors that will lower selfcontrol and make it more difficult to say 'ho" to intercourse.
Sustained physical closeness, together with perceived privacy,
will usually allow exciting,
strong sexual urges to be expressed, from mild arousal to
higher sexual arousal and then to
full intercourse. This may feel
good to one or both partners.
Afterwards comes the responsibility of dealing with the interpersonal feeling of having been
sexually together. Tonight's secret fun may become gossip by
morning, hence the consequences
of dealing with the reactions of
others. There are the possible
consequences of contracting or
passing on a sexually transmitted
disease. And, of course, especially if intercourse has occurred
without contraception, a possible
consequence may be the unintentional creation of a new life.
Pregnancy can be a source of
joy under some cjrcumstances,
but it can be an overwhelming
stress to a young mother who
feels unable to cope physically,
socially, financially, or emotionally. And since nature endows
only females with the capacity to
menstruate, gestate and lactate,
the consequences of pregnancy
are unequally baIanced, falling
more heavily on the mother than
the father (Rensaw, 1978; Mayle
& Robins, 198I). For both people, it is important to learn how

to control sexual feelings and
avoid situations that foster irnpulsively feeling pressured, by
one's own or the other's sexual
feelings, into sexual behavior
that is later regretted. Being
sexually responsible means taking the time to think over when,
how, and with whom one
chooses to share this important
part of oneself.
4. Risks. Sexual intimacy includes such risks as being honest
about our feelings, and saying
"no" or "yes" to someone approaching us for sexual encounter. A positive but frightening
risk is telling another close person, like a parent or loved one,
about fears, weaknesses, shameful experiences; to disclose these
brings the risk of displeasure.
However, the other possibility of
the risk is greater understanding
and acceptance. A really open
line of communication about sex,
between parent and child or educator and student, is rare. The
risks of such honesty are perceived to be high by most persons.
5. Rights ofthe selfandofthe
other person constitute the fifth R
of closeness or intimacy. EqualI ty of ideas; being different;
making a mature choice of sexual
partner without force or without
dult/child or strondweak exploitation; mutual effort and enjoyment; all of these are basic
human rights to be valued and
respected in every close relationship.
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Young people need to be
reminded that it is their
right to say 4 4 n ~ "
t0 sexual P ~ ~ S S U

Especially important is the right
to privacy o f body; no one inside
or outside of the family should
violate that privacy. Young people need to be reminded that it is
their right to say "no" to sexual
pressure, and to go to someone
they trust with sexual questions,
if they are feeling uneasy or confused.
Every child needs factual information, plus moral values, if
helshe is to avoid developing unrealistic, unhealthy, or distorted
ideas about both genital and general sexuality. Each child deserves to be taught the appropriate place of normal sexual feelings and fantasies in hisker own
body's development, family relationships, religious beliefs, and
particularly in hisher peer group
where pressure to experiment is
high. With these guidelines in
mind, let's consider some possible situations that can and do
arise regarding sexually active
children.
It may be lifesaving for a
youngster to be able to voice sex
questions which may prevent
child seduction, rape, and even
murder. Teaching about how
strangers, relatives, and friends
can pose a sexual threat, without
generating hysteria or making all
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sex fearful, is a challenge in
giving intimacy education (Renshaw, 1984). But the risks of
sexual ignorance can be even
greater as headline cases, such as
that of John Gacy, have painfully
shown. If a child can tell a parent. a trusted educator, or a counselor of discomfort or of perceived sexual overtures from ei-

Sexual behavior and references will surface almost daily in
any classroom at any age. Masturbation, for example, may be
comforting to a child, especially
to the emotionally-r sensorydeprived, or the mentally handicapped. Privacy and appropriateness must quietly, discreetly,
yet repeatedly be taught: "This
behavior is not for the classroom.

It belongs to you privately." If a
youngster is too mentally handicapped to learn control with outside verbal cues, then an approach of modi fyi ng the unacceptable masturbatory behavior
can begin by using a point system of rewards for seeking privacy and penalties for not doing
so. If this fails, a teacher may
use a screen for privacy for short
periods, to reinforce positive
control and the idea that public
sexual expression is inappropriate. What if contraceptive pills
or condoms are found on a student's desk'! No child leaves the
items visible in class "by acci dent."The need to have these
seen-by peers or teachers-is a
search for some kind of attention,
negative or positive. Being
thought "cool" by the provocative sexual element of such a display may or may not be one motive. Another may be a signal of
readiness to learn more about
intimate relationships in a more
appropriate
way-ducator 's di-- rectives-t han merely through
peer information or, more oflen,
misinformation. While school
sex education may be "second
best" to home sex education, i t
becomes an important alternative
to peer misinformation or even
molestation (Banun, 1 968). An
effective approach involves
having the student stay and talk
privately, switching roles with
h i h e r , and asking what s h e
would do in a case like this if
s h e were teacher, accepting any
tears or other displays of emotion, and asking open-ended,
noncondemnatory questions.
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ther inside or outside the home,
then the chld can be comforted
and guided as to future behavior
with the person in question. In
some cases, protective police
help for a child may be sought.
Special caution must be exercised to protect the child from
being more traumatized by the
sexual abuse discovery than by
the act itself (Renshaw, 1982).

While school sex
education may be ''seeond best" to home sex
education, it becomes

an i # p r l a ~ talternative
to peer

misinformation
or even molestation.

-

This personal interview could be
followed by class discussion and
instruction on condoms and contraceptives, perhaps audiotaped
for later play-back, and ending
with an invitation for students to
leave anonymous questions on
the teacher's desk. Anonymity
may help students to more
openly express confusion or concerns (Renshaw, 1976).
Joint efforts between parents
and teachers are also important.
Parents could, at a PTA meeting,
follow a format similar to the
class discussiodinstruction as
described above on pertinent
sexual topics, with tapes later
available upon request. Twice a
year, a combined TeacherParent-Child "Personal Question
Hour" with written questions and
a panel of educator-parentphysician-counselor may evolve
as a good community modality to
deal with the reality of today's
sexually active child.

Just as an immunized
child is resistant to thaf
disease, so is a child
educated in both
the factual and moral
aspect of sexuality, immunized against confusion, exploitation,
and dysfunction.
Pioneering sex educators may
meet loud opposition from some
protesting parents, who often are

1
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in the minority. The unfortunate
aspect of this close-minded, antisex education group is that frequently they themselves are uninformed and sexually stunted
(Rokeach, 1960). Self-righteous
in their ignorance, they may be
threatened by expansion of their
limited sexual knowledge, afraid
that change of their own fixed
pattern might result in unknown
penalties. They may falsely accuse. Society may be facing the
danger of an era of "Sex Accuse"
similar to the McCarthy era when
all was "pink" or Communist;
now teachers or others may be
accused of sex abuse by disgruntled persons. Other parents and
educators need to understand this
anxiety rather than attack it. Reassurance, open explanation, and
invitation to audit tapes of sex

education sessions, may finally
achieve some slow atti tudinal
changes. It has been of value to
review with parents-the first
and most valuable teacher-the
material that is used with their
children, a double educational
outcome thus being achieved. In
addition, such monitoring subse-
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quently opens possible avenues
of honest exchange between parent and child.
Just as an immunized child is
resistant to that disease, so is a
child educated in both the factual
and moral aspect of sexuality,
immunized against confusion,
exploitation, and dysfunction.
Such a child recognizes that pornographic material is exploitative
in its exaggeration and impersonality. Such a child feels free to
discuss with a trusted elder troubling sexual components in any
of their interpersonal relationships. And such a child is more
likely to avoid sexual problems
before such problems begin or
get out of hand. Difficult as it is
to overcome both avoidance of
sex dialog and the generation
gap, it must be done; primary
prevention important1y could
promote healthier growth to
adulthood by freeing the child of
needless sexual trauma, exploitation, or conflicts. An affectionate, open parent-child and educator-student relationship is essentially the healthiest and most
enduring weapon against the on-

slaught of commercially or personally exploitative sex, which
will finally fizzle out when people don't buy it or are able to
recognize and avoid it.
From childhood to old age,
all persons have sexual urges, to
be felt, understood, expressed, or
controlled (Renshaw, 1984).
Parents and educators need to
know that sexual ignorance is not
sexual innocence. It will take
courage, persistence, and ethical
work of excellence by informed
dedicated educators in this sensitive and still sensational aspect of
natural functioning, to reduce the
still prevalent entanglements of
preoccupation and shame. Educators of today have the important leadership task of assisting
society and its young in recognizing, protecting, and fulfilling
in a mature, safe and joyfuI way,
every potential human talent and
skill: physical, psychological,
intellectual, social, spiritual, and
sexual

Origzrrallypublished in Vol.
No, 4, November 1984.
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Restructuring to Accommodate Diverse Learners:
The History of the Restructuring Effort
at Main Street Elementary School
by Valerie Breshnahan

At the time of original publication, Valerie Breshnahan was a
Learning Disabilities Resource Teacher and a docroml condidate,
Curriculum and Supervision, Northern Illinois Utt iversiQ.

joined the staff of Main
Street Elementary School in
August of 1991 expecting
only to begin my tenure in a
role called a 'learning specialist.'
The Special Education Department had actually hired me for a
standard learning disabilities resource position. But, Ms. Ada m ~ the
, principal of Main Street
School, had other ideas. Not until my second round of interviews
in June, 1991, did she first reveal
her plan. As we talked, I felt energy and excitement rise up in
me like nothing I had experienced in all my twelve years in
public schools.
Gradually I saw how I might
fit into Adam's vision; yet, I
wasn't even remotely prepared
for what the next four years
would bring: None of the staff
were. We knew only that a goal
was to integrate special-needs
children into the regular classroom. Adams was far more ambitious-a total school restructuring to accommodate the
learning needs of an increasingly
diverse population. Between
1990 and 1995, the Main Street
Elementary School staff found

itself-to use the imagery of
Wheatley (199 1F i n a const ant
swirl of change with streams of
innovation eddying and reverberating off each other.
Even though I joined the restructuring effort 18 months after
it had begun, I soon became one
of the principal players. As the
reform energy played itself out,
after 1995, I realized that I
lacked a full grasp of what had
been achieved. In this historical
account, T attempt to trace and
understand events in retrospect.
Had the advocates of restructuring succeeded or failed? Had
genuine inclusion been achieved?
In order to compile a full record,
I reviewed a variety of in formation sources inchding numerous
personal interviews, Board of
Education notes, the District's
personnel directories, and School
Report Card(s). In the account
that follows, the names of the
parents, staff members, the
school, and the town have all
been changed.
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The Setting
In 1989, Westville had a
population of about 80,000 peo-

ple. According to the School Report Card, the District's 10,977
students were distributed among
13 elementary schools, four middle schools, and two senior high
schools. Developers had purchased and partitioned fannland
at the far southern edge of town
to provide for two huge strip
malls. The land remaining was
reserved for upscale, high-priced
homes. These two land developments symbolize the divergent
cultural and economic interests
that fueled demands for educational change.
The Education for All Handicapped Children Act (EAHCA)
of 1975 formed the legislative
structure in 1989 under which the
District receives funds and to
which it is accountable. Yet, 14
years after its passage, the District was still out of compljmce.
This explains why Principal Adams received full support of the
Superintendent and the Board of
Education for her reform agenda.
Her restructuring challenge
would be met in a 100-year-old,
red brick building right in the
heart of Westville, the county
seat of Collins-a politically Re-

[

publican and historically AngloSaxon town. The school building
itself, with its apple trees stenciled on the inside walls and with
its 20-foot-high ceilings, spoke
of another, simpler era.
Adams was still attending the
weekly meetings of the Principals' Council as the Staff Development Specialist in the Spring
of 1989. There she learned from
the Director of Special Education
that a $25.000 grant would be
available to elementary principals willing to begin inclusion
efforts in the FaH term. By then,
Adam would head Main Street
School. (As a new principal, she
could do a lot of good with
$25,000.) Though she hesitated
to attempt big changes as the
new, building principal, Adams
declared her interest.
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Adams came to
see that she had underestimated how some
children's behavior and
particular cognitive defects might impact a
regular classroom.
She requested that the funds be
awarded at a later term to allow
her time to win staff and community support. Since teachers
knew her mainly through her
central office work, her first priority would be to establish her

administrative credibility at the
building level.

Adams was such a strong advocate of inclusion because she
was the mother of a son (Jon)
born with spina bifida. Thus, she
had a personal stake in the issues.
Jon had done well in public
schools where he had been included in the regular education

program. He never even had an
Individualized Education Plan
(IEP) until he was in high school
when it was required for driver's
education. Jon's experience had
convinced his mother that all
students wouId profit from the
same opportunities. Upon reflection, Ms. Adarns later admitted that she had held nai've hopes
in the beginning. Her son had
been a regular education student
all his life. Adams came to see
that she had underestimated how
some children's behavior and
particular cognitive defects might
impact a regular classroom. Her
early position was that handicapped students, whatever the
handicap, should attend school in
the grade they would have been
in had they experienced no disabling condition. (Ms. Adams,
principal, personal communication, October 9, 1996).

Historical Context
The Supreme Court decision
in Brown v. The Board of Education in 1954 that it was unlawful under the Fourteenth
Amendment to discriminate
against any group of people
brought profound, unintended
consequences. This decision to
counter racial discrimination was
to "become the cornerstone for
ensuring equal rights for students
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with disabilities" (Friend, 1996,
p.6). Before the Brown decision,
curriculum for special-needs students amounted mainly to such
non-academic activities as
weaving and bead stringing conducted at sites far removed from
the regular classroom. But, by
the late '50s and early '60s, parents of handicapped students
used Civil Rights legislation to
claim the educational rights of
their children. Also, by the "late
60s, many authorities in the field
agreed that segregated special
education classes were not the
most appropriate education settings for many students with disabilities" (Friend, 1996, p.7).
Since states were not required
to educate children with disabilities before 1975, as many as one
million American children were
excluded from public education
(National Association of State
Boards of Education BASBE],
(1 992). The 1975 Education for
All Handicapped Children Act,
frequently referred to as PL 94142, set out to change all that.
The exact wording in Section
14 125 (b) reads:
The State has established
procedures to assure that: to
the maximum extent appropriate, handicapped children,
including children in public
or private institutions or other
care facilities, are educated
with children who are not
handicapped, and that special
classes, separate schooling,
or other removal of handicapped children from the
regular education environment occurs only when the

nature or severity of the
handicap is such that education in regular classes with
the use of supplementary aids
and services cannot be
achieved satisfactorily.
(Harzdicapped Students and
Special Education, 1989, p.
264).

In 1985, ten years afler the
enactment of the law, however,
special needs students were still
segregated. Madeline Will, then
the United States Assistant Secretary for the Office of Special
Education and Rehabilitative
Services, in her famous keynote
address to the Wingspread Conference in Racine, Wisconsin,
acknowledged the contributions
of PL 94-142, but complained
that it was flawed. At its heart
were presumptions that children
with learning problems could not
be effectively taught in the regular education environment even
given a variety of supports (p.
412).
Her conception of a better
system soon became known a s
the "Regular Education Initiative" (REI). Will had mild to
moderately impaired students it1
mind. Soon, however, parents of
more severely impaired children
seized upon her call as the basis
for claiming their children's
rights. Organizations such as
The Association for Severely
Handicapped (TASH) rallied behind a push to have all students
(regardless of their handicapping
conditions) included in the regular education environment.
These events, taken together, put

increasing pressure on local districts.

The Local Impetus
National and state level advocacy for inclusion formed the
context for local responses. In
the case of Main Street School,
one local family had a deeply
unhappy seven-year-old who had
received education placements
since she was three years old.
During the 89-90 school year, a s
her parents listened in anguish,
she cried every night for four
months. In desperation, Mr. and
Mrs. Parker decided to keep her
at home and teach her themselves. It was in early 1990 that
they learned about the proposed
inclusion program in Westville.
Along with a few other parents of
special-needs students, they attended the discussion at the
Westville town library.
Subsequently, when the
Parkers approached Main Street
School, MH. Adarns immediately
consulted the Director of Special
Education and the Superintendent. After several on-site visits,
workshops, and much research,
the administrators agreed to proceed on a trial basis using the six
weeks remaining in the school
year as a natural trial period.
They could then regroup at the
close of the term to evaluate.
Mrs. Marsh, a second-grade
teacher at Main Street School
and the mother of three children
with special needs, was surprised
when she heard reports of the
town library meeting. Her own
children were in middle school
and high school. To her, all this

new talk of inclusion came as an
unwelcome shock. As a regular
education teacher, Marsh
doubted that her own specialneeds children could thrive in the
regular education environment.
When she expressed her concerns
to Principal Adams, she was told,
"It may be closer than you think"
(Mrs. Marsh, personal communication, October, 1996).

What exactly would irrclusion come to meat1 at
Main Street? Who
would it help? Back in
?he Spring of 1990, the
Main Street staff understood inclusion to mean
"housing a student in a
regular classroom.
In fact, Adarns hoped that Marsh
herself would agree to take special-needs students. So, Adarns
simply asked Marsh, "Will you
be willing to have this child in
your classroom?" At first, Marsh
agreed. A week later, she was
asked to be ready in two weeks.
Marsh was comforted only by the
prospect of help from a certified
teacher's assistant. It turned out
that she also was the parent of a
child with physical impairments.
But the more she thought about
it, the more troubled she became.
She was not convinced that her
own children would have benet ted fiom regular education
placement. Finally, she con-
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cluded that she simply could not
support this inclusion effort. The
educational stakes for this child,
and for all the other students in
her classroom, overwhelmed her.
Other teachers also voiced
this fear of the changed responsibility. As one teacher (also the
mother of a child with a disability) put it:
Sure, 1 can keep this student
in my classroom, but what
good is that going to do for
the student? What will this
student be able to do when he
is 18? You can't just drop
him in the regular education
environment and think that
you are educating him!
(Fifth grade teacher, personal
communication, 1996).
What exactly would inclusion
come to mean at Main Street?
Who would it help? Back in the
Spring of 1990, the Main Street
staff understood inclusion to
mean "housing a student in the
regular classroom." Parents of
the first special-needs candidate
were mainly interested in social
integration. The classroom
teacher approached the Parkers at
the end of the 6-week trial period
to apologize for the lack of academics. Thc mother responded,
That's okay. She made great
social gains! She did not
scream or holler, and she
stopped crying the second
day of school and never cried
again! (Parent, personal
cornmunication, October 19,
1996).

For the Parkers, the purposes
of inclusion had been met. This
was not how the regular education teachers saw things: They
were deeply concerned about developing employment skills.
Fullan's (1 99 1) point that "in the
beginning the meaning of change
is rarely s h a d by all parties" is
applicable here (199 1).
In early Spring, 1990, Marsh
was replaced by another teacher.
Ms. Adarns encouraged the new
teacher and her assistant to describe any successes with the
other teachers but to discuss difficulties only with her: This was
not an attempt at propaganda.
She anticipated inevitable but
unforeseeable obstacles. She
sought to preswve the opportunity to work through potential
problems before the staff could
form prematurely negative opinions (Special education teacher,
personal communication, October 14, 2996). In addition to this
careful coaching, Adarns' strategy was to play down a sevenyear-old child with a disability
being placed in her first regular
education class. If a child came
to school with a broken arm,
would she be obliged to inform
the whole community? In her
weekly newsletter to the parents,
therefore, she merely named the
new staff member as an addition
to the Main Street School team
and told her job description
(Principal, personal communication, October 9 1996).
It was soon clear to all that
the placement had a dramatic effect on Joan Parker. She was
proud to attend school with her
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big brother, a fourth grader, and
her younger sister in first grade.
Without direct instruction, Joan
quickly modeled the social behavior of the other students.
These social gains verified for
Ms. Adams that this student
could no longer be denied a permanent regular-classroom
placement. The Special Education Director moved to expand
the scope of the project. They
acted partially from altruism and
partially in response to administrative and community pressure.
Many eyes were on their activities. One parent of a five-yearold boy with autistic-like behavior, for example, was keenly interested in the fate of the Parker
placement. Her boy had neither
verbal language nor any augmented way to communicate. He
was not toilet-trained. His
mother happened to be an attorney, well versed in the inclusion
legislation, who wanted her child
included in his neighborhood
school (Principal, personal communication, October 9, 1996).
Ms. Brown, Director of Special Education, carefully set out
to review the students in Main
Street attendance area to select
five additional students for inclusion. A $5,000 grant was
awarded specifically for staff development. At the suggestion of
Superintendent Stone, the Board
of Education agreed to create and
h d a full-time position for the
role of inclusion facilitator at
Main Street School. The Project
Choices grant provided technical
assistance (Principal, personal
communication, October 4,

1996). This Board and central
office support came at a crucial
time at Main Street Elementary
School.

Administrative Support
Superintendent Stone was a
key player in promoting inclusion efforts all along. He came
to the District in 1987 from Lutheran General Hospital, where
he had coordinated medical research and training activities for
ten years.

By the Fall of 1990, the
stage seemed to be set
for a smooth implementation of inclusion
at Main Street Elementary, and indeed for the
whole District..
A man of integrity and compassion, he was well respected by
the staff, community, administrators, the union, and the Board
of Education (BOE). Under his
leadership, board-level support
for special education remained
high. Stone trusted the judgment
of Adarns and Brown. Together,
the three made a powerful team.
From its inception, therefore, this
inclusion effort, beginning with
Main Street, met one critical requirement for implementation
success: support from both the
central office administrative team
and the full Board of Education
(Fullan, 199 1, p.74).
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By the Fall of 1990, the stage
seemed to be set for a smooth
implementation of inclusion at
Main Street Elementary, and indeed for the whole District. Six
students previously in selfcontained placements were identified by Brown and returned to
their home school at Main Street.
The inclusion facilitator posjtion
was filled by the former teacher
assistant in the Parker placement.
Several more teachers volunteered to accept students with
disabilities. Three full-time
teacher's assistants were hired,
and well-attended staff development sessions began.
Nonetheless, there was some
faculty and parenta! resistance.
Neither the staff as a whole nor
the broad community reacted
quite a s positively as had the
Parkers. Some staff members, in
fact, still remained in a state of
shock! They expressed pity for
Mrs. Marsh. They worried about
the potential negative impact of
inclusion on their own students'
learning. Some were heard to
complain that there had been no
staff development either before
or during the six-week trial inclusion period. Little teacher input had been sought before the
decision to proceed with inclusion the following year. At least
in this past year they could volunteer. Only four teachers of
kindergarten, first, third, and
fourth grade students volunteered
to house special-needs children
in their classrooms.

The speeckAu~zguage
therapist, the occupational therapist, and the
inclusionfacilitator
each moved in and out
of the general education
cCassroona at Main
Street, assisting thuse
students with disabilities
while also providing
support for other
at-risk learners.
Against this resistance, the
$5,000 Project Choices grant
money was used to send teachers

to three out-of-state locations to
learn more about inclusion.
Adams visited a district in Toronto where she observed fullscale restructuring of grade levels. Upon her return, she devised
opportunities for her teachers to
develop a shared language and
feedback systems through weekly
team meetings. A rotating substitute covered the teachers'
classrooms whenever they met
with the inclusion facilitator,
speech pathologist, or other support personnel. Participating
staff members met with brown
bag lunches to "discuss their
concerns, celebrate their successes, and share the journey
through this change" (Principal,
personal communication, October 14, 1996). Allison Ford, the
author of what is known as the
Syracuse Model, came to give a
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workshop. Ford also spent a day
visiting and observing inclusion
classrooms and debriefing teachers. For advocates, these events
filled the school with a spirit of
adventure, hope, and excitement.
Adams understood the need for
collaborative time. The success
of these lunches and team meetings spurred her on to implement
a system of released-time for
planning.
Team meetings on school
time were already in place when
Adams introduced early release
for all students. Adams was able
to convince Stone that this would
be necessary for restructuring.
Reaction to this step at the end of
the 1990-91 school year was explosive. The early release of students to provide planning time
was vehemently denounced by
several parents at an evening
meeting held in the school gymnasium. In the public mind, inclusion initiatives and released
time were firmly linked, so both
innovations were rejected. Early
release, however, was never intended to serve only inclusion
efforts but to facilitate much
more extensive changes. Though
it was the need for time by inclusion staff members that gave
Adams the idea, she aimed to
provide time for imovations the
community seemed to support.
The reaction was a setback for
Adams. The Superintendent
consoled,
Early release is not the issue," he said. "These people
are grieving the change in
their traditional school. Their
reaction to early release is

symbolic of the need to resist
change (Principal, personal
communication, October 4,
1996).

The Shifting Policy Climate
As it so happened, the Fall,
1990, term brought with it an unexpected influx of English as a
Second Language (ESL) students. The number of ESL students new to the District and this
school, in particular, had been
growing for several years. During the 1986-87 school year,
there were 29 at Main Street; increasing to 39 in the 1987-88
school year; and to 40 in the
1988-89 school year. By the Fall
of the 1990-91 school year, the
number had jumped to 60 (28 of
whom spoke Spanish). Some of
these students had been brought
in by World Relief, an organization that sponsors refugee families from around the world. Others came from the low-income
housing aparhnent project at the
far north end of the District attendance area. The low income
of the residents, combined with
the high population density of the
apartment complex, qualified it
as a ghetto.
Many low-income AfricanAmerican, Hispanic, East Indian,
and single-parent families who
had just moved from Maywood
lived in this complex. In order to
integrate this population into the
several elementary schools, the
District has re-distributed school
attendance many times. In the
most recent redistricting, a large
number of ESL students, many of
whom spoke no English, flooded
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the classrooms. This had an unexpected, lasting impact on inclusion plans at Main Street.
In November, 1990, and only
after numerous pleas from the
teachers, an ESLhilingual
teacher's assistant was hired
(ESL teacher, personal communications, October 29, 1996).
Teachers who had once opposed
inclusion now welcomed the
teacher's assistant who, in addition to ESL duties, helped with
the inclusion students. Additional help also came from the
speech therapist. The inclusion
facilitator could also be counted
on (Special education teacher A,
personal communication, October 14, 1996).
Adams was determined that
students should not be removed
routinely h m general education
classrooms to receive assistance
because doing so highlights their
disabilities, disrupts their education and teaches them to be dependent. Specialized services
can be delivered in general education classrooms" (Friend, 1996,
p.4).
Consequently, the
speecMlanguage therapist, the
occupational therapist, and the
inclusion facilitator each moved
in and out of the general education classrooms at Main Street,
assisting those students with disabilities while also providing
support for other at-risk learners.
The ESL teacher, on the other
hand, operated strictly on a pullout schedule in which she took
small groups of children to her
classroom for daiIy sessions of
30 minutes. This pattern contra-

dicted the collaborative in-class
model being used by the special
education support team, and generated many ensuing discussions,
negotiations, and expressions of
dissension among teachers.
No educational innovation, of
course, takes place in a policy
vacuum. Inclusion implementation at Main Street was affected
not only by the ESL problem and
early release opposition, but by
many other innovations which
included a restructuring of special education service delivery,
efforts to expand the bilingual
program, and experiments with
multi-age classrooms.
During 199 1-92, several
teachers were taking field-based
Master's of Education program at
National Louis University. Their
interests provide a good example
of how policy initiatives can interact or even neutralize one another. A first-grade teacher, was
investigating the effect of multiyear teaching structures on student achievement. She proposed
to stay with her students for two
years, moving with them from
first to second grade. A secondgrade teacher agreed to "switch"
places with her so she could
"loop" to the second grade with
her pupils. At first, this arrangement seemed innocuous
since it affected only the two
teachers and their students.
Soon, however, it was to have
some far-reaching implications
because it laid the groundwork
for a multi-age class. When
word got out, the community
went again into a furor which fed

the growing suspicion of moves
toward inclusion.
During Adam's visit to Toronto the previous year, she saw
how restructuring the service delivery model for special education support services could be
done back home. She now had
12 inclusion students and more
than 18 resource students. Main
Street qualified for two, fulltime, special education, support
teachers; an inclusion facilitator;
a learning disabilities resource
teacher; a full-time, Chapter I
teacher; and a half-time reading
specialist. Since she now had a
total of 3.5 full time equivalent
(FTE) staff posi tion and five
teacher assistants, Adams believed that she was in a position
to institute the Toronto model.
The big change would be assigning support staff and
teacher's assistants by grade
level rather than by disability
categories as was typically done.
Her immediate problem was the
stiffening resistance of staff
members. The learning disabilities teacher, the Chapter I
teacher, and the reading specialist, each of whom had been
teaching for over twenty-five
years, still favored the traditional
pull-out service delivery model.
Fortunately for Adarns, all three
teachers were soon to retire.
Adams replaced the retiring
LD resource teacher with one
who shared her vision. All students in self-contained placement, who resided in the Main
Street school attendance area,
were returned to their home
school. The student caseload

was divided only according to
grade levels. They each provided
assistance to all students within
the grade level regardless of disability. To facilitate this shift
from category support to grade
level support, Ms. Adams simply
changed all the position titles!
Facilitators, resource teachers,
etc., were now to be called
learning specialists. The resource teacher became known as
the primary learning specialist.
She provided support for kindergarten, first, and second-grade
teachers. The inclusion facili lator, now renamed the intennediate learning specialist, covered
the intermediate grades. This
learning specialist system would
provide support for all the at-risk
students in their assigned grade
levels. The whole restructuring
of service delivery was designed
to liberate the special education
staff from the narrow confines of
the special education categories
in order to address Madeline
Will's (1 985) challenge made six
years earlier. Adams was astute
about providing some necessary
conditions for educational
change. She knew she had to
"alter the organizational arrangements and roles of [her]
school if educational reform was
to take place" (Fullan, 1991.
p.80).
A new bilingual program also
was introduced during the 199 1 92 school year. Thirty-two students were to be pulled out of
their classrooms for 30 minutes a
day to receive ESL instruction,
and for another 90 minutes they
were to receive instruction in
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Spanish (Bilingual teacher, personal communication, October
26, 1996). Teachers were understandably dismayed by being
asked to function in the new
push-in model of inclusion and a
pull-out model of the newly implemented bilingual program at
the same time. The schizophrenic nature of service delivery
demands had the principal, support staff, and classroom teachers
all reeling.

second and third grades. Adams
and several teachers saw it as an
effective way to respond to an
increasingly diverse population.
They soon learned that the community did not agree. In the
Spring of 1993, yet another town
meeting to defend Adams and
staff proponents of multi-age
classrooms was held in a gymnasium full of angry parents.
Over parental objection, one
mu l t i-age classroom remained in
place for the 1993-94 school
year. Staffing problems persisted. Main Street had to introduce a new Chapter I person and
yet another new inclusion facilitator. The previous facilitator,
after only one-year, quit to take a
teaching position in a regular
education classroom. Upon hiring the new Chapter I staff person, the restructured service delivery model was expanded to
include this support member.
Adams attempted to bring the
ESL teachers on board by constructing an in-class, combined
service delivery model. The
large numbers of students who
spoke a second language meant
that Main Street still had 1.5 ESL
teachers committed to the old
pull-out mode.
By the beginning of the 9495 year, the retirement of the
reading specialist offered Adams
the opportunity to cmploy someone more committed to a collaborative service delivery
model. The prospective reading
teacher spent the summer working with all support personnel to
assure the best possible service to
at-risk students. One outcome of

a growing support staff was the
increasing scarcity of office
space. Collaborative approaches
now became a practical necessity
as well as an ideal. Sharing
space led teachers into conversations which helped develop a
common vocabuIary of ideas,
strategies, and concerns. "Senders and receivers of information
were linked together" (Wheatley,
1992, p. 105) in shared office
spaces. Thus, an unexpected
level of agreement about the craft
of leaching was forged in little
nooks and crannies throughout
Main Street Elementary School .
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The Policy Impact Of Staff
Changes
By the beginning of the 1992
school year, the District found
j tself with a brand new superintendent. He came with a reputation from his former Wisconsin
city as a critic of inclusion (Special education teacher A, personal communication, October
14, 1996). Main Street School
hired a new inclusion facilitator.
And then, toward the end of that
school year, what had started as a
modest experiment rocked the
Main Street community.

Staffing problems persisted. Main Street had
to introduce a new
Chapter I person and
yet another new inclusion facilitator.
The multi-age classroom was
presented to the community as a
short-term way to manage the
large number of students in the

m i l e the teacher advocates of inclusion and
multi-age classrooms
were devastated, other
staff members greeted
Adam's departure with
satisfaction.
The opening of the 1 994-95
term marked inclusion's fifth
year. Early release was by then
an established policy. There
were two multi-age cIasses. The
bilingual program had been underway for several years. The
restnrctured service delivay
model for special education was
in its fourth year and had been
expanded to include the Chapter I
reading specialists, with some
limited cooperation with the ESL
teacher. The many innovations
appeared to be taking root and to

be mutually reinforcing. Main
Street Elementary School was
changing and growing in a state
of viable disequilibrium
(Wheatley 1992, p. 78).

Here was an open,
dynamic system
exchanging energy
with its en vironmerzt.
This was no small achievement
for Adams and staff members.
Main Street School was visited
by teachers and administrators
from other districts around the
State who came to observe successful inclusion implementation.
Staff members from Main Street
were invited to give presentations
to local, state, and national organizations on how to restructure
to accommodate student diversity. Here was an open, dynamic
system exchanging energy with
its environment.
Yet a slight counter-flap,
mild as that of a butterfly's wings
fmt felt in the Summer of 1992
when Stone resigned, would escalate by 1995 into a tornado.
The restructuring efforts at Main
Street came face to face with new
and "arnplifylng levels of disturbances" (Wheatley, 1992, p. 88).
First, in Spring of 1995, Ms.
Brown, the Director of Special
Education and a staunch supporter of Adarns, announced that
she was leaving for a principalship in a neighboring school district. Then, in April, Adams announced that she, too, had ac-

cepted a principalship under the
superintendency of a colleague
and mentor. If that were not

enough, the school psychologist-a major supporter of inclusion and restructuring-announced her resignation. Three
key supporters of restructuring to
achieve inclusion were withdrawing. A key question was
whether or not the remaining
staff members at Main Street
School would possess the "innate
properties to reconfigure [themselves] to be able to deal with
this new informat ion" (Wheatley,
p. 88).
While the teacher advocates
of inclusion and multi-age classrooms were devastated, other
staff members greeted Adam's
departure with satisfaction. It
gave them the opportunity to hire
a principal who, from their perspective, could bring some
needed stability to the school. A
backlash by what Robert Hampel
from the University of Delaware
calls "the cynics" (Miller, 1996,
p.2) now moved to take over the
reins of faculty leadership from
inclusion advocates. This faction
had long been outspoken critics
of reform. Now the critics became proactive in an effort to
locate a suitable new principal.
A committee of six teachers
was formed to poll their colleagues regarding what qualities
they sought in a new principal.
The majority requested a principal less passionate about change
than Adarns had been. They
were looking instead for someone who would require less outof-classroom involvement. In

other words, they wanted someone who would restore the status
quo ante (Main Street staff members, personal communication,
May. 1996).
The new principal arrived
just one week before the start of
school. The special education
team faced a new psychologist,
the fourth new inclusion facilitator in six years, and now a new
principal who supported none of
the Adarns's initiatives-the restructured service delivery
model, inclusion, multi-age classrooms, nor the bilingual program.
Staff members who had worked
so hard for them felt an acute loss
of leadership. Opponents, in
contrast, welcomed this former
district teacher whose appointment signaled a return to traditional methods of schooling. The
1995-96 year proved to be chaotic.
Staff changes have continued
during the current 1996-97 year.
At this writing, the Chapter I
teacher, the resource teacher, and
the bilingual teacher have all
gone to other positions in the
District. Still anotherpsychologist has been assigned to Main
Street School-this one a supporter of inclusion but not of the
restructured service delivery
model. Inclusion, early release,
and the multi-age classrooms are
still in place; but the restructured,
collaborative service delivery is
reverting back to the former pullout model. The learning specialists' positions have also reverted to their former status: a
Chapter I (now referred to as Title I) teacher and two special-
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education support teachers. The
new Title I teacher divides her
time between two buildings. She
prefers a traditional, noncollaborative, pull-out service
delivery model. The learning
specialists continue to divide
their caseload by grade level, but
the newly hired special education
resource teacher feels more comfortable with a pull-out model.
According to staff members who
have been at Main Street for several years, the dynamic collaborative environment is diminishing (Speech pathologist, personal
communication, November 12,
1996).
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Analysis
The strong administrative and
board support that made this innovation seem so promising may
have been the harbingers of its
demise. At the classroom level,
neither a felt need nor mission
clarity marked teacher's responses during the implementation stage. Administrators were
responsible for complying with
national and state law, but teachers did not experience an internal
need for restructuring. Main
Street School had housed selfcontained, special education
classrooms in the past; and mainstreaming was common. Pull-out
services for learning disabilities
and self-contained classes for
more severely involved students
had achieved consensual validity
for at least 15 years (since the
late 1970~1,and they were noncontroversial. As far as the
regular education staff was concerned, things were working fine.

This lack of staff investment
in change prevails when, as Fullan (1 991) states, ''the majority of
teachers were unable to identify
the essential features of the imovation.. ." @. 70). Most teachers
at Main Street believed that "inclusion meant inclusion, meant
inclusion, meant inclusion.'which translated, meant only an
edict from above, 'Wo pull-out
for any reason." For many, this
lacked .in common sense. And,
they had a point. Simply depositing special-needs students in
regular education classrooms of
20-30 students, albeit with an
individual aide, did not guarantee
an appropriate education. This
reality was not to be generally
admitted by advocates until several years later.
We can see that the implementation process became too
complex. Inclusion would turn
out to be neither so simple nor so
natural as Ms. Adams had originally believed. No one, however,
could have predicted the huge
effort that could come to be required or the unintended consequences of actions that looked, at
the time, like sensible means to
an end. As Fullan (1991) states,
'These changes required a sophisticated array of activities,
structures, diagnoses, teaching
strategies, and philosophical understandings" @. 71). They required also the full commitment
of a dedicated staff.
A third major problem of
practicality and equality dogged
these efforts. Inclusion and the
subsequent restructuring efforts
may not have passed the "test of
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practicality ethics" (Fullan, 1991,
p. 72). Most teachers had been
quite comfortable with the familiar method of service delivery. Though the influx of ESL
and Hispanic students did increase their receptivity to the inclusion model with its in-class
help, teachers found the entire
restructuring effort too unstructured to be practical. Furthermore, the ESL delivery model
itself reinforced for them older
and more familiar methods.
A political analysis also provides some interesting insights.
At the v q early stages of the
innovation, inclusion literally
went unnoticed in the community
and other schools in the District.
Adarns certainly preferred that
the policy include special-needs
students to remain in the "zone of
indifference," an activity about
which only a few people care
deeply. As tong as Ms.Adams
operated in this are%she didn't
trigger political repercussions.
Unexpectedly, when she stepped
into early release, she found herself in an area heavily cons h e d by partisan pressures.
For the first time, she incurred
the wrath of a number of cammunity groups (Bowman, 199 1,
p. 198). Thus, it was only at the
end of the first full year of inclusion when early release was initiated, that the community became
agitated. Under this pressure, the
professional differences hardened
between teacher advocates of the
changes and teacher resisters.
The resisting teachers endorsed
long accepted, educational routines as necessary and important.

Moving students through an estab li shed curriculum, assigning
paper and pencil worksheet tasks,
teaching didactically, and evaluating students through standardized testing literally defined their
work. The principal and those
teachers who favored studentcentered learning believed that
the changing population, with its
increasingly diverse educational
needs. required systematic
changes in teaching styles and
methods ofprogramdelivery. As
long as this group had administrative support, they could make
progress without their dissenting
colleagues. When that support
eroded, there were no open colI egjal lines for communication.
When Ms. Adams began her
tenure as principal, her strong
connections to the central office
and her relationship with the superintendent, Mr. Stone, the Special Education Director, Ms. Hill,
provided Adams freedom of action to initiate any reform that
could be supported by research
and which assisted the District
with policy compliance. The political climate at the central ofice
began to change, first with Ms.
Hill's resignation in 1991. During the 1992-93 school year, with
the exception of the assistant superintendent for business and the
director of special education, the
entire central office staff had
changed. At the same time,
strong Board supporters were
replaced by members who opposed inclusion under the rhetoric of restoring 'rigor' to the curriculum. With the Special Education Director's resignation in

1995, the linch-pin of the central
office support was gone. Ms.
Adams lost the sustaining energy
from central office. In the face
of so much opposition and so little support, Ms.Adams also left.

m i l e the numbers are
encouraging, a deeper
question remains unanswered. What does inclusion really mean and
to whom does it refer?
Her teacher allies at Main Street
School felt abandoned. A number of veteran teachers feared a
return to the pre-PL94- 142 days
when students with disabilities
were placed in regular education
classrooms with no support.
Quite possibly, this is the reason
they so eagerly sought, and willingly embraced, a replacement
that stood for a traditional model
of education. On one level, inclusion may be considered a success at Main Street. If inclusion
is defined to mean that students
with a wide range of disabilities
attend their home school, regular
education classrooms with sameage classmates, then it may be
declared a success. From Main
Street's first risk-taking trial in
the Spring of 1990, the innovation has grown to encompass
every school in the District. Inclusion now exists in 13 elementary schools, four middle

schools and two high schools.
Six years after the innovation

was first introduced, Main Street

now has 1 I students included in
their home school.
If we look past surface indicators, then the outcome is less
clear. While the numbers are encouraging, a deeper question remains unanswered. What does
inclusion really mean and to
whom does it refer? lf inclusion
simply means maintaining students with disabilities in the
regular education environment,
then what we have here is a success story. The law, however,
mandates that these students are
to be educated not just maintained. To meet this requirement,
any honest answer must be more
complicated.
Adarns's original intention
was to expand the definition of
inclusion at Main Street. She
hoped to use the grant money,
not just for students with disabilities, but for all students. Her
vision included students with a
wide range of abilities, ethnic
backgrounds, socj a1 economic
status, and cultures. Such a vision called for deep structural
changes. From this perspective,
though true reform was attempted and briefly achieved under Ms. Adams's leadership, it
has not taken hold. Perhaps these
innovations were too massive
and demanded too much effort
(Fullan, 1991, P.71). Adams did
attempt, as Fullan suggests, to
"break complex change into
component parts and implement
them in an incremental manner"
@. 72). Waves of other innovations and established policy
commitments impeded this
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process.
It may be that the changes
initiated at Main Street will reverberate somewhere else in the
District. As we step back further
and further in time from these
events and see the evolution from
a different perspective, we may
learn that the disturbance caused
by inclusion efforts will feed

back on itself and grow exponentially to further effects
(Wheatley, 1992, p. 96). If
nothing else, innovators Iike

Adarns may succeed in redefining inclusion in such a way a s to
focus attention on a broad range
of student diversity. It may be
that local attempts like this one--to educate students with disabiIi-

ties within the regular education
environment-will strongly influence the eventual restructuring
of American public education.

Originally published Vol.11WIi
Nus. I & 2, Februaly & May
1997.
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Underachieving Gifted Students: Challenges to
Common Conceptions and Practices
By Joanne Rand Whitmore
At the time of original publication, Joanne Rand Whitmore was Professor and Dean of the College and Graduate School of Education at
Kent State University.

T

he most dramatic change
in gifted education over
the past twenty-five years
has been the emphasis placed on
potential rather than only demonstrated achievement. The consequence has been the gradual acceptance of students as intellectually gi fled who have evidenced
superior cognitive abilities but
have failed to meet high standards of performance in school.
Awareness of the population
known as gifted underachievers
evolved principally from the increased practice of special education referrals for assessing
'problem behavior' or disabilities, and the increased use of
standardized tests to measure
academic performance. Through
both avenues, students previously
recognized as poor or mediocre
performers on academic tasks
became recognized as having superior abilities because of high
test scores. In special education
referrals, the identification of
gi fled underachievers occurred
through high performance on aptitude tests that revealed intellectual abilities somewhat independent, though normally pre-

dictive, of classroom achievernent. Students identified
through standardized achievement tests adrninistcred in school
districts were recognized because
of the extreme discrepancy hetween their text performance and
grades reflecting general classroom academicachievement.
Growing awareness of this
population was confirmed by the
national study of American
schools conducted in about 1970.
Results of that study led to an
expanded definition (Marland,
1972) that conceptualized giftedness as exceptional potential as
well as demonstrated ability in
categories of behavior targeted
for gifted programming. However, current identification practices in schools still tend to tenter on high achievers, probably
because they are much easier to
identify. Another factor in many
communities has been parent
pressure on schools to serve high
achievers, and teachers have
tended to support the identification and inclusion of high
achievers more than underachievers in gifted education
programs. Nonetheless, many
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school districts, generally those
with a substantial history of
gifted education, are seeking now
to find systematic ways to identify students with high potential
for academic achievement and
records of mediocre or poor
school performance.

Identifiying and serving
diverse populations of
gifted underachievers
unquestionably is one of
the greatest challenges
facing the education
profession in the
closing decade of the
twentieth century.
Identifying and serving diverse populations of gifted underachievers unquestionably is
one of the greatest challenges
facing the education profession
in the closing decade of the
twentieth century. The unrecognized gi Redness in underserved

I

I

i

populations of students, whose
exceptional potential generally
remains underdeveloped as well
as unrecognized, is significantly
related to the rationale undergirding mandates for educational
reform (Whitmore, 1988a). The
essence of the educational reform
movement is the belief that there
are potential leaders, future inventors, and creative problemsolvers of the twenty-first century who are not being appropriately educated in American
schools and, consequently, underachieve. Further, there is
great concern about the educational opportunities provided
'students-at-risk,' particularly
those who are from low socioeconomic, culturally different,
and disabled populations, who
are capable of becoming more
productive contributors to our
World Society in the twenty-first
century than current school programs may allow.
The mandates for educational
reform call for the restructuring
of schools. Hopefully, such restructuring would allow more
flexible accommodation of both
high and low achieving gifted
students, permitting them to be
grouped with teachers who understand their educational needs
and with intellectual peers who
will stimulate their participation
and growth. Specific mandates
for the reform of instructional
practice in schools encourage a
team approach to assessment and
services that would improve
learning opportunities for gi fled
students in aII classrooms, providing expanded programming

possibilities and alternatives to
the resource room approach to
gifted education.

Key words in the
dialogue about educational reform are pertinent to underserved
gtfted underachievers:
access, inclusion,
and opporhmity.

d m could be included in G/T

programs to explore the possibility that such programming might
bring out hisher giftedness and
lead to 'gifted behavior.'
From this contextual perspective of education refornl and
growing concern about underachieving gifted students, one
can see that the field of gifted
education may indeed be on the
threshold of maturing and becoming established as a central
component of American education. As such, the field may provide leadership to the reforming
and restructuring of schools to
assure that the brightest students,
as well as others, are given optimal opportunities to fully develop their cognitive abilities and
love of learning. It is very important that gifted educators recognize that potential in this historical period of American education and capitalize upon the
opportunity to improve schooling
for all gifted students.

Educational reform mandates
also call for curricular changes
that include more attention to the
development of higher-level
thinking skills, more interactive
learning through inquiry and
problem solving, and increased
attention to science and math instruction. Advocates intend that
curricular changes would remove
the lids on levels of instruction,
allowing accelerated learners to
achieve at higher levels according to their own readiness.
Key words in the dialogue
about educational reform are
pertinent to underserved giRed
underachievers: access, inclusion, and opportunity. Applying
the principles inherent in the
conceptions of school improvement, gifted underachievers
would have more access to appropriate educational programs,
and identification practices
would not focus on exclusion.
Rather, all curriculum and instruction for each child would be
appropriately modified, and chil-

Recognizing and Developing
Hidden Giftedness
If one accepts the increasingly popular conception of int elligence as information processing, recognition and development of giftedness become dependent upon an environment
that provides opportunities for
students to engage in advanced,
complex cognitive behavior that
will allow them to manifest their
gifted potential. Therefore, recognition and development of
hidden giftedness are interdependent (Whitrnore, 1982). Students also need opportunities to
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recognize the exceptional abilities within them, to develop
them, and to be encouraged to
demonstrate their cognitive
strengths.
In this conceptual framework
of giftedness as superior information processing, tests are of
extremely limited value, providing only some pieces of infomation about student performance
on specific tasks under specific
conditions. In order to accurately
identify more studqts with exceptional potential, who have
unremarkable records of school
achievement, one must view observational data as a principal
source of information. Some
guide tines for observing the cognitive abilities of students have
been derived from the study of
.both high achieving and underachieving gifted students (Whitmore, 1982, 1985, 2986). Those
characteristics which have
seemed to be the most reliable
clues to exceptional intellectual
potential are identified in Table I
as primary identifiers. Characteristics that may be reliable indicators of giftedness, but seem
to be less commonly evident in
underachievers, are listed as secondary identifiers. And Table 11
suggests key observations that
can overcome obstacles to recognizing giAed potential in underac h i e v e ~(Whitmore, 1985).
Schools or classrooms that
invite all children to explore and
manifest their cognitive abilities
through curriculum and instruction and that engage them in inquiry, problem solving, critical
and creative thinking will afford
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opportunities for skillful teachers
to observe reliable indicators of
'giftedness' and refer them for
formal assessment. When there
is evidence of gifted potential, a
student should be allowed to
participate in programming for
gifted students on a trial basis, if
necessary, to explore further the
possibility. It follows also that
no child should be excluded from
gifted programs simply because
of poor performance on a test of
aptitude or achievement if reliable indicators of giftedness suggest that exceptional intellectual
ability may be present. Recognition of exceptional learning potentiaI is dependent upon classroom conditions that not only
allow but encourage high levels
of cognitive performance that
will reveal giftedness in time.

How Do We Search for Underachieving Gifted Students?
In order to conduct a successful search for giftedness in underachieving students, classroom
teachers must be accurately informed regarding characteristics
of intellectual giftedness and
trained to elicit and observe those
characteristics. This requires the
removal of any stereotypic
thinking about the nature of ginedness. Referral practices must
allow school psychologists to
then provide comprehensive assessments of students recognized
by teachers as potentially gifted.
Parents should be encouraged to
provide objective information
about out-of-school behavior that
may inform the school personnel

regarding intellectual abilities not
manifest4 in school.
In order to search successfilly for underachieving gifted
students, common obstacles to
their identification must be recognized and removed. Table I1
provides common characteristics
by which underachievers have
been recognized, generally 1eading to referral for services as
learning disabled or behavior
disordered.
The six characteristics listed
under 'Identified UAB' represent
the kind of descriptive reports of
student behavior that have been
associated with underachieving
gifted students referred for
learning disabilities or behavior
problems. Students who tend to
be behavior problems in classrooms are more apt to be referred
for assessment and, consequently, to be recognized as
gifted and underachieving. The
right column, 'Not Recognized
UAG,' indicates that underachieving gifted students who appear to be more average in ability, are cooperative and compliant, and manifest no emotional or
social problems tend to be recognized as underachieving or
gi Red.

Categories of Underachievers
There are three targeted categories of students on which
school personnel must focus in
the search to identify all giAed
students in the system. The first
category is the largest one: students lacking motivation to participate and achieve in school.
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Table I

I

Identifying Characteristics of Gifted Students
!

a
J

Primary Identifiers

Secondary Identifiers

Learns quickly and easily when interested

Highly creative behavior in production of
ideas, things solutions; can be noticeably
creative and inventive (originality);
fascinated by 'idea play

Exceptional ccgnitive power for learning,
retaining, and using knowledgel
information

A wide interest range; basically very curious

Advanced problem solving skillschallenged by problems to solve;
uses acquired knowledge and superior
reasoning skills to attack, and oflen
solve, complex problems of both a
practical and theoretical nature
Oral language incorporates an advanced
vocabulary used appropriately and
complex language structure
Unusual comprehension of complex,
abstract ideas4evelops or elaborates
ideas at a level not expected
High level of inquiry-the qualitative nature
of questions raised and the subjects that
arouse interest and sustained curiosity
Exceptional quality of thought as revealed
through language and problem solving-remarkable manipulation of abstract
symbols and ideas, including perceiving
and manipulating relationship between
ideas, events, people; formulates
principles and generalizations through
transfer of learning across settings
or events; reflects and reasons to gain
insights and to generate solutions

A profound, sometimes consuming interest in
one or more areas of intellectual
investigation
An intense desire to know and understand, to
master skills and problems of interest to
hidher
Shows initiative in pursing 'outside projects"
and may have elaborate hobbies of hislher
own choice; manifests resourcefulness
and an unusual capacity for selfdirected
learning, though possibly only in out-ofschool activities

Enjoys self-expression, especially through
discussion but also often through the arts
Exhibits independence in thought, a
tendency toward nonconformity
Demands a reason or explanation for
requirements, limits, undesired events
Tends to be perfectionistic, severely selfcritical and aspiring to high standards of
achievement; desire to excel and produce
Evidences greater sensitivity and awareness
regarding self, others, world problems,
moral issues; may be intolerant of human
weaknesses

From: Freeman, J. (Ed.), The Ps ychdoqv of Girted ChiIdre~.New York; John Wley & Sons.
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Table II
Gifted Underachievers
Obstacles to identification

Observations

average or poor performance
in reading and language arts

oral language-vocabulary,
complexity, comprehension

passive or negative attitudes
toward school, 'unmotivated"

communication about child's
interests, knowledge, hobbies

immaturity in some or all areas
of development

levels of curiosity, questioning,
inquirylinvestigation

classroombehavior-passive,
withdrawn, or aggressive]
disruptive

problem solving skills
originality and creativity

insufficient information about
the child's general knowledge,
interests, language and thought

evidence of cognitive processing,
thinking

Fmm: Freeman, J. (Ed.), The Ps ycholwv of Gifted Chrldren. New York; John Wiley & Sons.
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These students are often the most
highly gifted and creative
(Whitmore, 1980). Their lack of
interest and participation in
school is a direct hnction of an
inappropriate cunicu lum that
does not accommodate their
learning style (Whitemore, 1986,
1 98%). Because the student derives no personal satisfaction
from participation, and any external awards are relatively
meaningless, the student underachieves and appears to be 'lazy,
unmotivated, or bored.' These
students often derive greater satisfaction from other behavior
such as daydreaming or socializing during class time. Sometimes they possess a narrowly
focused interest that is so highly
satisfying to them that they do
not discipline themselves to engage in other kinds of activities
(e.g., a passion for computers).
Not infrequently, the student has
an emotionaI block (e.g., fear,
depression, high anxiety) that
prevents the student from focusing on school tasks. Another
cause of underachievement for
this category of students can be
values conflict. Typically, students who underachieve because
of values conflict live in homes
or communities where school
achievement is not highly valued
or the child's personal values do
not include school achievement
as a high priority.
The second category of underachievers are those underachieving because of a lack of environmental nurturance of their
giftedness that has caused them
to be unaware of their excep-

tional potential and the satisfaction they can derive from intellectual achievement. This catcgory of students can be described
as the 'underserved' (Whitemore,
19871, which includes students
who are culturally different from
the dominant student population,
from low socioeconomic or educationally disadvantaged homes,
and students in rural and geographically isolatsd locales. This
category also includes females
gifted in math and science who
may have avoided courses, consequently leaving their special
abilities unrecognized, and students who are in schools lacking
strong math and science programs. Also included in this
category are students who are
disabled in ways that do not impair their intellectual functioning
but tend to restrict their educational opportunities to remedial
education or special education
programming for their handicaps.

Some gifted students
are not recognized because of dgflculties
with reading and writing. Some gifred
students are nut
recognized because of
the behavior disorders
that have evolvedfrom
emotional problems.
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The third category to be targeted includes those students
who gi Redness is not recognized
because of interfering disabilities
or deficits (Whitmore, 1981;
Whitmore & Maker, 1985).
Many gifted underachievers have
developed early patterns of poor
performance because of developmental delays, particularly in
psychomotor and perceptual
skills areas. There also are gifted
students with specific learning
disabilities whose high cognitive
strengths are ignored because of
difficulties with reading and
writing. Some gifted students are
not recognized because of difficulties with reading and writing.
Some gifted students are not recognized because of the behavior
disorders that have evolved from
emotional problems. Some students in this category suffer h m
minor neurological impairment,
spinal cord or brain damage, sensory impairment (especially blind
and deaf students), or chronic
poor health. Those handicaps
have tended to be the focus of
educational planning and evaluation, and efforts to assess or develop cognitive strengths have
been omitted from educational
programming. This category of
students also includes those with
specific academic skills deficits,
most notably reading and writing, which lower their level of
performance and success in
school.
Specific search techniques
include preparing school personnel to conduct a successful
search, initially collecting information about out-of-school stu-
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dent behavior, and developing
program options that allow for

the kind of observational assessment described above. Most important is the preparation of
teachers, administrators, and
school psychologists to search
for underachieving gi fied students (Whitmore, 1985). It is
essential to conduct staff development sessions that provide accurate information regarding the
nature of giftedness and underachi evers, and accurate information on how to teach and stimulate students to elicit higher level
abilities in specific cumcular
areas, and how to recognize the
indicators of giftedness provided
in Tables T and 11.

Recognizing that many
students withirr our
schools possess much
higher intellectual
abilities than are mans'fested under current
educational practice
is essential to both the
pursuit of school reform
and to the appropriate
development of higher
school achievement
in intelZectually
gifted underachievers.

the search. Examples of facilitative policies and practices
potentially are gifted with teachers who effectively elicit and
nurture higher level cognitive
abilities; appropriate referral procedures and assessment methods;
provision for trial placements in
giAed programs to explore student characteristics; flexibility
within the school structure to allow a variety of programming
options; and ongoing evaluation
of student progress and program
effectiveness.
In order to effectively
search for gifted underachievers.
sdlool psychologists must be
given the time, resources, and
encouragement to complete accurate and thorough assessnlents of
each child described by teachers
as manifesting characteristics of
potential giftedness. It also i s
important that school psychologists be better prepared to conduct such assessments of gified
students than most training programs seem to provide currently.
The school should intentionally
conduct a program of information collection about students that
includes not only standardized
testing but objective reports from
parents and student self-reports.
tate

vide program options to meet the
needs of children with diverse
kinds of giftedness, cluster students with similar needs with
teachers skilled in addressing
those needs, explore abilities
within students through trial inclusion in special programs, and
focus in classrooms on eliciting
higher level thinking skills, the
overall outcome will be improved cuniculum and educational opportunities for all chjldren in the schools.
Recognizing that many students within our schools possess
much higher intellectual abilities
than are manifested under current
educational practice is essential
to both the pursuit of school reform and to the appropriate development of higher school
achievement in intellectually
gifted underachievers. Thus, the
knowledge we have about underachieving gifted students
challenges us to be sure we operate our schools consistent with
new conceptions of gi Redness
and engage in practices that increase the probability of discovering and developing giftedness
in all types of students. It is exciting to be on the threshold of
providing better educational opportunities for all school children, but it also demands highly
disciplined efforts to achieve
widespread changes in thinking

In addition to staff development,
school systems must establish
policies and practices that facili-

Conclusion
In conclusion, the reconceptualization of giftedness to include those students with exceptional potential for intel Iectual
achievement provides schools
with an important opportunity to
address the major issues regarding school improvement or educational reform. As schoo1s pro-
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From Mentee to Mentor: A Teacher's Perceutions
hy Cathleen Vollertsen

Af the time of original publication. Cathleen Vollertsen was an elementun? school teacher in School District #3 00, Drmdee, Iilinois,
ond a mentor in rhe D W c r 's Mentoring for Tearhers Program.

A

11 of us who have gone
through the educational
system have most likely participated in a mentoring kind of relationship somewhere along the
line. These are teacher-student
relationships which we remember fondly. There were those
teachers from elementary school
through college who seemed to
feel it was important their students learned what they had to
teach. But more importantly,
they clearly cared about whether
or not their students learned what
they were teaching. Those
teachers were encouraging when
we fe It uncertain, supportive
when we felt defeated, and challenged us to do more than we
would have expected of ourselves. They went beyond
teaching just the fundamentalsthey offered a personal interest in
our growth as human beings and
helped us feel good about ourselves.
Fortunately, my education
has included several teachers
with qualities consistent with
those of an effective mentor. As
my training in speech-language
pathology progressed. I began
my student teaching. It was a
very positive experience. The

supervising teacher was well
equipped for helping a student
teacher--for serving as a mentor.
She was competent as a speechlanguage pathologist as well as
an effective member of the educational team at the building
level. On a personal level, she
was encouraging and supportive
while offering constructive suggestions for ways to facilitate my
development as an educator. I
completed my student teaching
feeling confident of my abilities
and enthusiastic about my career
choice.
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They offered a
personal interest
in our growth as
human beings
and helped us
feel good
about ourselves.
After completing my graduate program 1 began my professional experience in education as
a speech-languagepathologist
servicing two elementary

schools. Although I had my
Master's degree (which is required in the state of Illinois), I
also wanted to obtain the Certificate of Clinical Competence
from my professional organization, the American SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association.
This meant that someone who
already held the cerii ficate would
serve as a supervisor of my firstyear position. Fortunately, there
was one such person within the
school district in which I was
employed. She, too, sewed as an
effective mentor and competent
role model. She appeared enthusiastic about her work and had a
good self-image. Her appearance
as well a s her attitude always reflected her professional status.
Lessons were well planned,organized and implemented. She
made productive contributions at
the building and district levels. I
benefited greatly from her wiilingness to share her expertise in
the field of speech-language pathology and her knowledge of the
structure of the district--its personnel and politics.
Within three years my job
responsibilities had changed
from working as an itinerant
speech-language pathologist,

i

7

;

seeing students on an individual
or small group basis, to servicing
language-disordered students in a
classroom setting and coordinating this special education program. All of my clinical and
practical experiences had prepared me for a K-12, itineranttype position working solely on
developing speech-language
skills. Taking on a classroom
situation and teaching distnct
curriculum while facilitating
speech-language development
left me feeling pretty anxious.
Although I had completed the
necessary college coursework, l
had never planned a math lesson
or a reading group or a science
lesson in a "real" classroom
filled with 10-13 specid children
who would be with me all day!
Feeling somewhat panic-stricken,
i approached a first grade teacher
1 had gotten to know personally.
She taught in my building and
was well-known for being one of
the most competent teachers in
the district. It was not only her
professional competence that led
me to ask her for help, but also
the obvious ease with which she
related to other teachers. She
was commonly at the center of an
open professional exchange with
her colleagues, being as good a
listener as she was a speaker.
Whenever I approached her she
readily gave of her time to help
me learn about organizing a day
in the classroom, planning lessons, filling out district forms,
budgeting for classroom materials and meeting other district curriculum requirements. Her skills
as a mentor helped to make that

position a successful and valuable experience for me. As a result, I felt confident about my
abilities and consequently actively pursued other building and
district level responsibilities.
Last year my school district
planned and implemented a formal mentoring program as part of
the larger Career Compensation
Program that was funded by the
State. i was asked to participate
in both its planning and implementation stages. I spent a great
deal of time reflectingon the
mentedmentor relationships in
my own life. What had mads
them so productive?

As ironic as it sounds,
there is something to be
said for the person who
feels confident enough
in himselfto say,

'T

need help."
First of all, it was willingness
to ask for help. As ironic as it
sounds, there is something to be
said for the person who feels
cofident enough in himself to
say, "I need help." There is a
risk involved and a certain
amount of vuhmability in
reaching out to ask for help. The
person may feel they are saying
they are not competent or that
others may perceive their request
for help as an indication they are
not competent. However, consider the truly incompetent or
one who perceives him-
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selfherselfto be incompetent.
How likely are they to ask for
help? If low self-esteem is assoc i a d with their (perceived) incompetence, it is very possible
that they will be less likely to
request help than the person with
a more positive sense of self and
(perceived) competence. There
are many reasons a person who
feels self-assured,personally and
professionally, might ask for
help. Perhaps they would like to
gain strength in a certain area, or
gain some ski1Is with practical
application under more expert
guidance,or gain skills in a
whole new area, or explore a new
area of interest along with another colleague. All of my
men tors have helped me address
each of those areas one at a time.
But first I had to ask for their
help.
Secondly, my mentedmentor
relationships have been productive because my mentors have
been so willing to give me help.
Initially, most of my mentors
seemed very flattered that I asked
them for help-j ust asking gets
things off to a good start. However, more than their willingness
to help was the quality of their
mentoring skills. Most importantly, I believe, was their perception that the relationship was
a two-way presentation. What I
had to say was worthy of hearing, and they were good listeners.
In addition, they were efective
cornrnunicotors-always presenting themselves in a way
which was non-threatening, noncondescending, and non-hurried .
As with their own students, they

were approachable and aIways
had time or would make time to
be with me. Each of them was
also an excellent role model in
their association with students,
parents, other teachers, and administrators. And not until now
have I realized that they have
mentored me for beconling a

mentor!
After the planning stage for
the Career Compensation
Mentoring Program was cornpleted, we had time to implement
it during the last semester of
school. The most common remark from the entire group of
mentors was the desire to have
had more time. Due to the number of teachers who wanted to
participate as a mentee. several
mentors were assigned a group of
7-9 mentees who had similar interests. From my own perspective, it would have been beneficial to have had time to meet
more often with mentees on an
individual basis in addition to the
group sessions. Also, i t would
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have been ideal for all mentees to
be in the same building with their
mentor.

What I had to say was
worthy of hearing, and
they were very good listeners. In addition, they
were effective commun icators-always presenting themselves in a
way which was nonthreatening, noncondescending, and
nun-hurried.
The proximity would also have
facilitated more individual time
with each mentee. More mentors
would have lessened the number
of mentees in each group and
also increased the amount of
available individual time.

Following this first formalized approach to mentoring, the
majority of mentors and mentees
described the program positively.
While suggestions were made for
improving the program, the majority of participants (mentors
and mentees) felt it was a beneficial program and worthy of continuing. Some restraints and
limitations will exist simply because of the necessity of assigning mentees with mentors instead
of a rnentee informally approaching a mentor of choice.
Despite these limitations, there is
still an apparent appeal for educators to participate in such a
program. Hopefully, as such
programs mature, some of the
major wrinkles will be ironed out
and an avenue will exist for
teachers to improve their skills
through positive relationships
with each other.
Originally published in Vol. XIII,
No. 3, August 1987.
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Teacher Education and Classroom Discipline:
A Candid Conversation between
a Teacher and a Professor
by Wanda G . Newman and Joseph W. Newrnan
At the time of original publication. Wanda G. Newman was a social
science teacher in the Mobile Coidnq, Alabama, public schools. She
headed a site-based rnanagernenf team at Scurborough Middle
Sc~hool.Joseph W.Newmun wus professor and chair of the Deparrnreni of EdrrcafionalLeadership and Foundations at the University of
Sorirh Alabania. He authored America's Teachers: An Introduction
to Education, 1944.
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he authors bring two different sets of credentials
to this conversation. The
teacher, Wanda Newman, is now
in her fourth year in the middle
school classroom. The professor,
Joseph Newrnan, has taught for a
total of twenty-two years, the
first two as a high school teacher
and the last twcnty as a professor
of education. The teacher i s
working on a master's degree in
social studies education. The
professor holds a doctorate in
educational foundations. In these
and other ways, their backgrounds are different.
They also bring different
points of view to the conversation. The teacher is disappointed
with some of the courses and
other experiences in her undergraduate education program.
Like many classroom teachers,
she says nothing in the program
really prepared her for the day-in,
day-out ordeal of teaching-particularly the important task of

disciplining students. Thinking
back to the late 1960s and early
1970s, the professor remembers
feeling much the same about his
own preparation for the classroom. Only now, having spent a
long career helping other people
get ready to teach, he has to work
at not being defensive about what
teacher education programs can
and cannot accomplish. The fact
the teacher and the professor are
married shapes the conversation
that follows, but they feel it allows them to be even more candid than they might be otherwise.
You can be the judge of that as
they answer three questions
about teacher education and
classroom discipline:
What are teacher education
programs doing now about
discipline?
Why isn't that enough?
What else can be done?
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What are Teacher Education
Programs Doing Now About
Discipline?
The teacher: My undergraduate
education program did not offer a
full course on discipline. Most
of my training on the subject
came in small units in two unrelated education courses, one in
methods and one in educational
psychology. The textbooks we
used had a chapter or two that
mentioned discipline, and the
professors briefly discussed the
matter. I remember hearing such
words of wisdom as, "If a teacher
keeps the students interested in
learning, there should not be any
behavior problems." I also recall
hearing, "If students act out, just
ignore them. Misbehavior will
not continue if it is not reinforced." This advice seemed
useful at the time: "For the truly
bad kid, try using a social contract-an agreement to modify
behavior with rewards and pun-
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ishments." Here is one of my

favorites: "Okay, we all know
there are troubled children in this
world. If a child constantly
messes up, refer him or her to the
special education department."
The old faithful suggestion, the
one that seemed most logical,
was. "If things really get out of
hand, send the troublemakers to
the office."
The professor: What about
field-based courses that got you
off the college campus and into
the schools?
The teacher: I took several
courses that involved observalions in schools, I completed an
"opening school experience," and
1 student-taught for one quarter.
All these experiences were positive, especially student teaching,
but none of them taught me very
much about discipline. Instead,
the emphasis was on staying
positive and keeping the kids
motivated. Because I had neither
talked with many teachers nor
been in charge of my own classroom, I felt well prepared to handle any discipline problems.
AAer all, the professors were
professionals, and they knew
what they were talking about.
Right?
The professor: Of course
you're right, but I can see where
this conversation is headed, and I
think I see an ambush waiting
around the bend. To try to avoid
it. let me admit I heard, during
my student days, the same advice
you heard. Even if some of it
seems a bit simplistic and nai've,
it's not all bad. In fact, if you
take those suggestions together,

they add up to a pretty good set
of guidelines. The key is learning to judge classroom situations
so you will know when to use
each suggestion. Student teaching is designed to help you do
that. Then, when you get your
first teaching job, you can continue sharpening your judgment
and refining your disciplinary
skills.
Professors of education can
help you get started, but you
must keep learning on your own
on the job.

My attempts to ignore
students who were acting out just allowed
them to put on a
show and get more attention. Some students
love to see
how far they cait
go for a laugh.
Why Isn't That Enough?

The teacher: It sounds like
you're ducking responsibility and
passing the buck. AAer talking
with a few teachers, I quickly
learned it has been years since
most professors of education
have taught in K-12 schools.
You, my husband, are a prime
example. Some professors have
never taught outside the university. I suspect education professors don't want to discuss discipline because they realize kids

have changed, and they don't
have a clue about what's really
going on in schools today.
What I learned about discipline in the college of education
wasn't even close to what I
needed. Let me return to those
wonderful suggestions you first
apologized for and then defended. During my first year of
teaching, I worked at motivating
the students. Trying to use all
the tricks in the bag I had been
given in college, I painfully discovered there are kids who refuse
to study, learn, work in cooperative groups, or do anything else
except get into trouble. My attempts to ignore students who
were acting out just allowed
them to put on a show and get
more attention. Some students
love to see how far they can go
for a laugh. I found social contracts work well with a few students but fail with dozens more.
And some kids w u n t to be referred to the special education
department so they can play
more and try to qualify for the
SSI benefits they call "crazy
checks."
I want to spend more time
discussing the old faithful suggestion of sending kids to the office because so many new teachers think of it as their backup
strategy. I wish my professors
had told me how several things
can limit the effectiveness of this
strategy. First, teachers have to
watch their reputations. Teachers who send kids to the office at
the drop of a hat can become
known for being unable to handle
their classes. Untenured teachers
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who get that reputation may
jeopardize their next contract, or
so they fear. Second, the front
ofice can easily become overloaded when too many teachers
refer students for relatively minor
offenses. In some schools, insubordination and disruption are
considered minor offenses, and
administrators simply tell the offenders to behave and send them
back to class. Even after repeated offenses, students may get
threc swats from a paddle and
retunl to class laughing. Finally,
some administrators all but refuse to suspend students. Administrators have reasons ranging
from wanting to keep kids off the
streets to wanting to keep the
school below the district's unofficial quota for suspensions.
Why did I have to wait until I
got my first job to find out the
rules of this game? Why didn't
my professors prepare me to
handle kids who repeatedly tell
me my mama ain't nothing?
The professor: You've said a
lot and asked a lot. Let me begin
by pointing out professors of
education are in closer touch
with reality than you seem to rea117~.Faculty members in our
college of education average five
years of teaching experience in
public schools. Very few have
no K-12 experience. If you
check national studies of teacher
education (Goodlad et al., 1990),
you wilI see the same patterns.
Although it is true most professors have not had their own K- 12
classrooms for several years, that
doesn't mean we don't keep up
with schools. Many of us visit

schools regularly to supervise
student teachers, conduct research, teach inservice courses,
and provide service in a variety
of other ways.
The teacher: And many of you
don't. Some of you, in fact,
never darken the door of a
school. Also, there's a big difference between "visiting" a
school and working there.
The professor: True enough.
but please allow me to continue.
Because ntost professors of education know schools, most of us
agree with veteran teacher Susan
Ohanian (1 985) that there are not
"stir-and-serve recipes for
teaching." Whenever I feel professors o€education are letting
teachers down--and believe me,
T often do--I reread an article
from Phi Delta Kappan in which
Ohanian gets us partly off the
hook by explaining we can only
help teachers begin their professiorlal education. While they are
beginners, ulecan help them
open their minds and give them a
sense of purpose and direction so
they can continue to lean on the
job. But Ohanian says teachers
should not expect professors to
give them guaranteed formulas
and foolproof cookbooks for any
area of teaching-particularly
not for something as compIex as
classroom discipline.
The teacher: I still think you're
ducking your responsibility.
The professor: Hold on. I need
to telI you the rest of Ohmian's
message: Too many professors
of education teach "stupid"
courses that are worthless to
teachers. She says professors

need to leave their ivory towers
more often and find out more
about what's going
- on in schools.
Professors of education are not
nearly as helpful to teachers as
they could be, she claims. I
agree.
In fact, I am ready to confess
we are guilty as charged in most
of the areas you have mentioned.
If we were in schools often
enough and long enough to see
administrators handling discipline referrals, to cite just one
example, we might realize the
importance of explaining to prospective teachers how that game
is played, even though the rules
do vary from administrator to
administrator and school to
school. So in the spirit of agreement, let's turn to the last and
most important question.
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Teacher education programs need to offer no, require - a full
course in discipIinefor
prospective teachers.
What Else Can Be Dune?

The teacher: Once I got my
own classroom, it didn't take me
long to see teacher education
programs need to offer-no, require--a fuf1 course in discipline
for prospective teachers. You
and I both know there is no one
correct way for teachers to manage their classes. But a required
course could suggest basic do's

and don'ts and help teachers examine alternative strategies. An
excellent textbook for the course
would be C. M. Charles' Buildittg Chssroom Disctplitle (1996),
a book that surveys ten different
models ranging from Lee Canter's assertive discipline to William Glasser's discipline without
coercion. Who teaches the
course is more important than the
textbook. I'd like to see classroom teachers from local schools
serve as instructors or at least
help keep you professors on track
when you try to teach the course
based on what you remember
from long ago.
In addition to taking a course
on discipline, prospective teachers need to spend more time in
schools. The observations and
field experiences in my program
were the most practical part because they put me in contact with
real teachers and real students.
I'd like to see students' teaching
extended over an entire school
year, which would give prospective teachers more time to observe and assist their cooperating
teachers before they actually take
charge of the class. But I think

I'm probably asking teacher education programs to change too
much.
Here's a more workable suggestion: Every prospective
teacher should be required to
substitute teach. This change
would be easier to implement
because it would demand no extra courses, no extra anything, on
the program 's part. Everything
would be up to the prospective
teacher, who would be required

to spend, say, ten days working
as a substitute teacher before
graduation. More days would be
even better. If that requirement
had been in effect while I was an
undergraduate. I would have
jumped to fulfill it. Not only
would substituting help prospective teachers learn about discipline and almost every other part
of their future work, it would
also help school districts that always seem to be running short of
subs.
The professor: I like your ideas,
especially your last proposal. I
haven't heard that one before,
although I have heard most of
your other recommendations
from teachers I've worked with
over the years. And you might
be surprised how many professors of education would agree
with much of what you've proposed.
The teacher: So what's the
problem? Why not just do it?
The professor: Universities are
resistant to change, and so are
school districts. Both are comfortable doing business as usual.
Let's consider your proposal of a
required course in discipline for
prospective teachers. Every time
I hear the proposal discussed in
my college of education, I sense
more support than opposition.
Then the institutional excusemaking begins. Most of us professors don't feel qualified to
teach the course ourselves, but
we all know colleagues we think
can do the job. Invariably, these
colleagues are already busy with
their regular assignments, thank
you, but they might be wiling to

teach the course if the college
made it a requirement. But if the
course were required, it would
probably have to replace an
existing requirement, because
political pressure has forced
colleges of education to shrink
rather than expand their programs for the last two decades.
So whose required course would
we push aside to make room for
the new discipline course? Not
my foundations course! Not one
of the existing educational psychology courses, either, and not
one of the methods or curriculum
courses, and not.. .
The teacher: This discussion is
making me sick. To think you
professors get defensive about
your little pieces of academic turf
when you know teachers are being miseducated and underexposed to kids and classrooms.
The professor: Some teacher
education programs have declared a truce in their turf wars
and required a discipline course,
you will be glad to know, but the
course is no panacea. As you
implied, it has to be well taught
to be valuable. That's why I'm
especially interested in your recommendation that classroom
teachers help teach the course.
Before that could happen,
though, we would have to fight
another kind of turf war, this one
between universities and schools.
Universities, with their air of
academic superiority, are reluctant to let K- 12 teachers serve
even as adjunct instructors. I
came face to face with this attitude recently when, in discussing
the topic of discipline, one of my
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colleagues remarked, "We can't

tion to all our problems. But as
you seem to realize, change cannot occur without upsetting business as usual. Would school
districts pay intem teachers for
their work? Would colleges of
education make further cuts in
existing courses to keep from
lengthening their teacher education programs? How much time
and money would students be
willing to invest to become
teachers?
Tbe teacher: I realize those are
tough questions, and that's why I
hedged on my recommendation.
The professor: Let's not give
up yet. One of the most prornising signs on the horizon is the
opening of professional development schools as joint ventures
between universities and K-2 2
schools (Holmes Group, 1990).
Professional development
schools are real public schools
that serve as clinical sites for
teacher education. They are
places where education professors and experienced teachers
and administrators work together.
Prospective teachers reap the
benefits of genuine collaboration.
Imagine how much teacher education could improve if a good
share of the work moved from
the college campus to a public
school. Imagine how much you
could learn about discipline if,
aRer participating in a seminar
led by a teacher and a professor,
you could walk right down the
hall and watch the teacher put
disciplinary strategies into action.
The teacber: That will never
happen in my school district or at
my university.

The professor: Teachers across
the nation are saying that, and
they have every reason to be
skeptical. Professional development schools represent a break
with established ways of doing
business. They are also expensive to operate. But they are already in place around the country,and your university and
school district have in fact started
one professional develop men^
school and made plans for several others. If your middle
school became a professional development school, what could
prospective teachers learn there
about discipline?
The teacher: They could see
how our Model Middle School
plan is improving discipline.
This site-based management program,now in every middle
school in the district, revolves
around teaching teams who share
the same students. Team m m bers have a common planning
period, which we often spend
discussing discipline problems.
W e have lots o f success using the
telephone to contact and involve
parents. Some of us even have
cellular phones in our classrooms, and we use them to call
parents on the spot. The Model
Middle School plan gives us the
power to recommend whatever
courses of disciplinary action we
think appropriate for our stud e n t ~ v e suspension
n
as a last
resort. One of the most positive
outcomes of the plan is that the
number of students sent to the
office has been cut in half. We
teachers are able to handle more
of our own problems. Prospec-
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allow classroom teachers to teach
university courses. Our faculty
and administration wouldn't go
for it, and our students wouldn't
accept it. A principal with a
doctorate might be okay,but not
a regular teacher with just a
master's degree."
The teacher: Now I'm really
upset. No one is better qualified
to teach a course on classroom
discipline than a person who
works in a classroom full time.
Surely your colleague knows
teachers and administrators have
different jobs and different points
of view. I want classroom teachers' perspectives to dominate the

4
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course.
The professor: T agree, but let
me talk about another of your
suggestions.

i

i
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Imagine how much YOU
could Zearrt about disciplin e if; after participating in a seminar led
by a teacher and aprofessor, you could walk
right down the hall and
watch the teacher put
disciplinary strategies
into action.
Turning student teaching into a
h1I-year internship sounds great.
My undergraduate foundations
students hit on the idea every
quarter and decide it's the solu-

tive teachers could sit in on one
of our team meetings and learn
more about discipline in an hour
than they do in one of your education courses all quarter.
The professor: Okay, you've
made your point. Just don't
drive it off the cliff. Whenever

my foundations students observe
in your school, they tell me how
much they've learned. So I will
try to get in the last word in this
conversation by suggesting we
build on it to prepare teachers for
more effective classroom discipline.

The teacber: Spoken like a true
professor of education. Nice
thought, nice words, but watch
the follow through.
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At the time

The National Context for
Change

: E
i
i

very major organizational
sector in society is undergoing radical change.
Business and industry are working hard to overcome the barriers
to effective and flexible customer

orientation. The health care
sector, too, is undergoing massive transformation in order to
deal with similar issues while
also facing skyrocketing costs.

Must change projects
within higher
education are small in
scale, incremental in
their approach,
and undertaken at
the periphery of an
institution path er than
at the core.

Government-at all !eveIs--must
be reorganized in order to irnprove the level of responsiveness
to public needs. Partnerships and
new forms of community-based
collaborations, both within and
across sectors, have emerged as
our society literally re-engineers
itself in a social context of increased cultural, racial, gender,
ethnic and class diversity.
I t is clear that, though hgher
education will became a key
agent in providing leadership to
meet new conditions, it is not
itself immune to the underlying
forces generating change. In
fact, higher education must be
radically transformed if it is to
meet the challenge of providing a
new generation of leaders for
every sector of society who can
adapt successhlly to the demands of the next century.
Transforming Higher Educa-

tion: The Need
Higher education is facing
three major challenges. First,
there is a renewed call for institutional accountability for student learning. Critics correctIy
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point out that too many college

graduates, even those who have
earned high grades, are sorely
deficient in the basic knowledge,
skills, and habits necessary for
success in the modern world.
Employers and community leaders increasingly call for graduates
who are people of character as
well as competence. Institutional
accountability for producing such
graduates and for documenting
their capabilities is a driving
force in higher education reform.
Second, the high cost of undergraduate education creates
enormous pressure to reduce
costs rather than to continue to
increase tuition. Reducing only
administrative costs is insufficient. Significantly reducing the
costs of instruction by redesigning the educational delivery system is essential. We can begin
this by utilizing multiple opportunities for learning beyond the
classroom.
Finally higher education personnel are challenged to build
more civil and inclusive collegiate communities. Like society
at large, colleges and universities
51

have experienced a sharp decline
in their spirit of community. Excessive individualism, intolerance of diversity, and lack of civility are commonplace. Too
many colleges have abdicated
responsibility for building strong
and inclusive communities that
model democracy at its best and
that help students develop civic
virtues and civic responsibility.

Oliver College has created a model for institu-

tional transformation
through a service
learning program with
character education as
its foundation.
W i l e many point to the need
for comprehensive efforts to address these challenges, most
change projects within higher
education are small in scale, incremental in their approach, and
undertaken at the periphery of an
institution rather than at the core.
There are few models of success
cwrently available to demonstrate that comprehensive transformation is possible and to suggest how it might be accomplished. Unless a number of successful demonstration models are
developed, many small colleges,
especially those that have limited
resources and that enroll students
from modest backgrounds, will
disappear. The diversity of
choices within American higher

education, long an important
source of strength, will be diminished.

The Olivet Model: A Key to
Institutional Transformation
Comprehensive institutional
transformation based in a service-learning pedagogy may prove
to be an in~portantblueprint for
the future. Service learning
meets the changing demands of
both the public and private sectors for effective and wellequipped professionals. It has
been well documented that even
modest, course-based, servicelearning experiences strengthen
students' notions of communi ty,
diversity, and civic responsibili ty. Indeed, the increasing number of colleges and universities
developing such courses attests
to their perceived value. A much
larger undertaking is to implement elements of service learning
across the whole curriculum.
This requires college faculties to
define 'service' as a primary,
personal act of responsibility.
Such acts can only be performed
by individuals whose skills, perspectives, ethics, and appreciation of diversity allow them to
see themselves as social actors
and contributors to their communities. Olivet College has created
a model for institutional transformation through a service
learning program with character
education as its foundation.
Along with traditionally expected
educational outcomes, Olivet
seeks to help students discover
ways to contribute effectively to

the common good-both

in the
workplace and in the community.
The Olivet Model was developed as a direct response to the
nationwide pressures for change
mentioned above. A precipitating crisis in the early 1 990s
brought a new president to the
College, who guided the college
community to rethink its basic
education purposes. Working
from the historical mission of the
College as the agreed upon foundation, the faculty developed a
new academic vision, Education
for Individual and Social Rcsponsihility. Rearticulating our
educational purpose made it possible to target change on the following institutional levels:
A. The educational delivery

system:
The faculty began their work
by articulating [earning outcomes
which derived from the academic
vision, and then redesigned the
cumcular and co-curricular
structures of the college to facilitate student achievement of
the identified outcomes. Students must demonstrate competence in five groups of learning
outcomes in order to earn a degree. Beginning in the second
semester of their first year. and
each semester thereafter, every
student enrolls in a one-credit
portfolio assessment session
taught by faculty. In these seminars, students compile a portfolio
of their best work to date addressing each of the required
learning outcomes. Periodically,
each portfolio is reviewed by
faculty, validation committees

--
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which certify the students' competence according to three progressive levels of attainment.
Portfolios are stored in computerized form for ease of display,
cataloging, storage, and transport. The focus on learning outcomes (rather than on delivering
courses, credits, and grades)
shifts the classroom focus from
providing instruction to producing learning.
Learning settings are structured to encourage cooperative
and collaborative learning rather
than the traditional independent,
usually competitive, learning
situations (Tinto, 1996: 2).
Learning is connected as well to
the larger world context (Hull,
1993; AACU, 1995; Tinto,
1996). Multiple opportunities
are provided for learning beyond
the classroom. Oiivet seeks to
move toward an understanding of
education that transcends the
classroom but does not replace it
(Hull, 1993: 373). Service
1earning, technology-enhanced
independent learning, extracurricular activities, athletics,
and jobs on and off campus are
all recognized as important contributors, along with academic
coursework in building competence in the learning outcomes.
B. Student Culture:
The focus on learning outcomes requires that students assume significant responsibility
for their own learning. As members of the college community,
students are also significantly
responsible for the quality of
campus life. With h s in mind,

the Community Life Staffhas
worked in conjunction with student leaders from all facets of the
college, including the Student
Senate. Greek societies, clubs
and organizations, and the Student Activities and Residence
Hall Association boards, to develop a climate of responsibility
and service on the campus.

Faculty and staff are
becoming role rnodels
for campus and cornmunity citizenship
where they practice as
well aspreach an ethic
of responsibility.
These student groups revised
their missions and constitutions
to reflect growing commitments
to service within and beyond the
college community-incl uding
taking active roles in campus
programming and events as well
as engaging in service projects of
their own design. Many students
participate in ongoing, leadership
development workshops or serve
on working groups to provide
input into the college's transformation process. The Community
Life Staff is currently implementing new procedures in judicial and residence-life affairs,
relying on students to demonstrate an ethic of responsibility
for both themselves and others.
To further strengthen the ethic of
responsibility and service, the
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College offers Community Responsibility Scholarships to attract students who have begun to
show a commitment to service in
their pre-college experiences.
C. Faculty and Staff Roles and

Responsibilities:
Revisioning the educational
delivery system and the student
culture required a shift in the
roles and responsibilities of the
faculty and staff. The faculty are
now engaged in studying and
piloting alternative pedagogues.
These include collaborative
learning groups, team teaching,
and the development of learning
communities. Faculty have
transformed their roles fiom dispensers of knowledge to facilitators of student learning. As
new courses and programs are
implemented, they are also becoming designers of learning
methods and environments. By
working with each other, with
staff, and with members of the
community, they have extended
the range of opportunities for
student learning. Staff members
are recognizing ways in which
their interactions with students
can become positive learning experiences. Additionally, faculty
and staff a becoming role rnodels for campus and community
citizenship where they practice as
well as preach an ethic of responsibility. By dispersing authority
and responsibility to all
stakeholders, multiple ". ..kinds
of teaching and pedagogy can be
developed and legitimated within
a view of schooling that takes
democracy and critical citizen-

ship seriously" (Giroux, 1988:
70). Thus, "[e]ducational institutions [like Olivet] can serve as
middle grounds where [the] skills
of participating [in] democracy
can be practiced" (AACU, 1995:
34).

D. Key Partnerships:
Critical to the success of the
model js the cultivation of key
partnerships. The College is
building partnerships with a variety of Youth Serving Organizations (YSO) in surrounding
communities and beyond who
share an interest in character development (e.g., Junior
Achievement, Scouting organizations, 4-H). Such partnerships
can be a way to share ideas and
resources, develop new learning
opportunities, and build networks
of mutual support. As a preliminary step, leaders of these organizations have been asked to
help identify recipients of Olivet's new Community Responsibility Scholarships. Subsequently, the College plans to
convene additional meetings with
these organizations to discuss
common issues and to plan joint
programming efforts.
Service Learning Across the
Curriculum
Now, just three years after
the arrival of a new president and
the initiation of the trans formation process, Olivet is assessing
its first year under the new curriculum. Already, the concept of
service has spread beyond service-learning focused courses in
general education into the

broader curricular and cocurricular realms. Meanwhile,
organization of the capstone

service-learning requirement, a
credit-bearing course targeted at
college juniors, is putting the
college in touch with community
needs.
Course-based service: Because the Olivet Model stresses
character education and service
throughout the curriculum, students in their first year enroll in a
set of linked courses: Selfand
Cornmuni~and First Year Experience. Through the former, students work to understand their
individual roles in relation to the
multiple communities to which
they belong while studying issues
and problems which affect and
shape those communities. In the
latter, students axe oriented to the
expectations of curricular and cocurricular involvement under the
Olivet Model and are required to
research and cany out a smallscale group service project.
These and subsequent required
courses lay the groundwork, not
only for the service learning
course, but for a lifetime of involvement in service.
Just as the Olivet Model is
distinctive in its comprehensive
nature, the junior-level servicelearning course is distinctive in
many ways. The course cuts
across the entire cumculurn, is
required of all graduates, is locally focused in a four-county
area, and is the only service
learning requirement in Michigan
which is institutional in scope.
Because of the portfolio system
used to reflect the students' prog-

ress toward the learning outcomes, the service-learning component is measured by more than
the completion of service. Students must combine their concrete experience with careful,
extensive reflection to express
their growing comprehension of
individual and social responsibility.
Al the same time, Olivet insists that its service-learning program provides as many benefits
to the community as it does to
the college and its students. To
this end, the Director of Service
Learning works in close consultation with community partjcipants in our four-county area to
assess and analyze social needs
pertinent to the Program. These
participants are drawn from ttuee
networks: program directors
from other colleges, agencies and
institutions who participate as
receiving bodies for servicelearning students, and a student/ facultylstaff working group.
These three networks serve collec tivel y as the primary implementation agents for the program. But, they are also key
communicators on and off campus, sources of continuing,
evaluative feedback that helps to
shape extension of the program
into crucial partnerships in the
four-county area.

Service Through Academic
Departments

While service learnirlg exists
as a required component of the
general cumculum, faculty and
staff are also working to institute
a service commitment through
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student involvement in academic
departments. One such program
is being developed through the
College's Education Department.
Already in collaboration with
seven Eaton County school districts in a Partnership for Quality
Learning founded under the
Goals 2,000 Program, the Education Department, along with
the Director of Service Learning,
use this network to discover
service needs within the cornmunity school systems.
Service-learning activities
involve Olivet pre-service teachers in a number of supportive
rotes, freeing the classroom
teacher to concentrate on effective interaction with students.
Other K- f 2 service-learning experiences focus on tutoring,
latchkey services, college student
supervision of public school student service in the community,
and non-classroom leaming
linked to the responsibility ethic
of the Olivet College academic
vision.
Across the country and
within Michigan, interest in responsibili ty and character education is growing rapidly among
educators, parents, community
leaders, and employers. Public
and private K- 12 schools and
youth serving organizations of a
variety of types are seeking to
expand and enrich their attention
to issues of character development In further support of the
relationship between the college
and external communities, Olivet
has recently established a Character Education Resource Center.
The Cctiter (similar to those ex-

isting at Boston University,
S U N Y Cortland, California University of Pennsylvania and
Duquesne University) is designed to s m e as a catalyst and
support for the character education program across the full
range of school, church, youth
organizations, and community
settings within Michigan and the
upper Midwest. Principal activities of the center include sharing
resource materials and providing
advocacy and training programs
along with consultation services.
Like the Education Department, other academic departments have begun to offer service components within and beyond their curricula. Exarnpl es
include Psychology, SociologylAnthropology, and Insurance
programs. The Psychology and
Socjology/Anthropologyprograms combine academic study
of service-learning principles
with actual service-learning activities (e.g. Food Bank, Habitat
for Humanity, delinquency prevention programs, and the
YMCA). The Insurance program
through the National Honor Society for Insurance (Gamma Iota
Sigma), has its students participate monthly in a variety of
service-learning projects in the
surrounding communities.

How the Model Addresses the
Three Key Challenges
Institutional accountability
for student learning is addressed
in the Olivet Model through the
port folio assessment program
and the learning outcomes
needed to successfully produce a
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portfolio. Through this portfolio
assessment program, students
must demonstrate competence in
five groups of learning outcomes
prior to graduation. Included
among these outcomes are issues
of character as weli as academic
achievement. Student involvement in service learning on
course-based and co-curricular
levels provides valuable opportunities for students to build their
competence in the full range of
these learning outcomes.
Cost efficiency is acconlplished by redesigning the delivery system to utilize multiple opportunities for learning beyond
the classroom. Increased efficiency comes through involving
professional staff on campus and
professionals in other sectors in
assessing student performance,
both in service-learning projects
and other extra-curricular activities which contribute to the
learning outcomes.
Building a more civil and inclusive community is achieved
through the development of
positive peer cultures where students engage in issues of individual and social responsibility
on a diverse campus. Faculty
and staff help to build an ethos of
inclusive community and civility
through active involvenlent in
campus life.

Conclusion
While a number of coIleges
and universities espouse a commitment to the development of
ethical values, Olivet is the only
school that has identified the
concept of responsibility as the

focal point of its educational effort. We believe that a sense of
responsibility toward others is a
key point of departure for the development of a host of other important ethical values including
trustworthiness, respect for others, fairness, caring, and citizenship. At the same time, we believe that accepting responsibility
for oneself is an important ingredient in the pursuit of excellence
in every human endeavor. In this
way, it is our intent to develop
students who are not only responsible but who are community builders as well.
In addition, our approach is
distinctive because of its cornprehensive nature. Many cob
leges rely on service learning as
the primary method for encouraging students to deepen their
sense of social responsibility.
Service learning is a powerful
methodology and an important
element in the Olivet Plan.
Nonetheless, we believe that
helping students to develop an
ethic of responsibility is a goal
that should be pursued across the
entire curriculum as well as
across the full range of cocunicul ar opportunities (non-

credit bearing student activities
that support and complement curricular goals). While the Olivet
Plan is a general attempt at educational reform, what distinguishes our effort from most
other reforms is its comprehensive approach to a singular and
fundamental educational goal,
the development of an ethic of
responsibility.

The Process of Institutional
Transformation
Comprehensive organi zational change, even in smaIl colleges, is both complex and dynamic. m l e it requires effective leadership from multiple
sources, the process cannot be
fully pre-planned or controlled.
Unanticipated issues and events
will inevitably create new obstacles and new opportunities.
Clear educational purposes,
combined with an innovative delivery system, provide only the
structural framework upon which
comprehensive transformation
can be built. Meaningful and
enduring change requires deeper
penetration into the normative
systems of the college. Normative change must take place

within the student culture, By
establishing clear expectations
and creating meaningful opportunities for student involvement,
positive peer cultures can be developed across all areas of student life. Such cultures empower
students to sustain a vibrant, inclusive, and supportive learning
community. Normative change
must also occur in the execution
of faculty and staff roles and responsibilities. By incorporating
a range of new delivery system
mechanisms (e-g.,learning cornmunities, service learnii~g,technology enhanced learning, portfolio assessment), the Olivet Plan
provides the structure to shift
from a focus on instruction to a
focus on learning.
As the Olivet College community pioneers new roles for
students, faculty, staff, alumni,
and friends, the motivating central educational purpose of the
institution can become the primary feature of a responsible,
organizational culture as well.
Originally published in Vol.
m,No. 2, May 1996.
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ver the past five or six
years, the topic of
thinking has captured
the attention of educators and the pages of professional
journals to such an extent that
even the popular press has
jumped on the bandwagon. It is
not uncommon to hear parents
refer to the importance of teaching thinking skills (especially to
their "gifted" children) as early
as possible in elementary school.
All this attention has crystallized
the need for effective curriculum
materials to teach critical thinking, and teacher education programs have begun to include the
teaching of critical thinking as
part of both general and special
methods courses. The focus on
critical thinking is, of course,
well deserved. As a consumer
skill, a citizenship education
skill, a critical reading skill, critical thinking should be an essential element that links together
the various content areas taught
in schools.
However, the emphasis on
critical thinking is not gained
without some costs. There is the
distinct possibility that the

teaching of critical thinking, if
defined narrowly, could result in

the development of "apposite"
thinkers (Weaver & Prince,
1990). In their discussion of the
potential benefits of Synectics,
Weaver and Prince suggest that
apposite thinkers tend to limit
their analysis to data that are
immediately relevant to the
problem being considered and
thus may discard materia1 that at
first appears unconnected, illogicd or highly speculative. Generative thinkers combine both
critical and creative thinking by
trying to connect divergent material to make ideas more workable
(Weaver & Prince, 1990). 1
would suggest that this important
distinction implies that linking
generative thinking with metaphorical thinking is essential to
the success of any model designed to teach thinking skills.
Further, if the purpose ofa
thinking skills model is to coalesce the skills of critical and
creative thinking, then it is essential for teacher education programs to provide opportunities
for metaphorical thinking within
the teacher education curriculum.
Exactly where to interject
metaphorical thinking into the
teacher education program is
open to debate. However, many
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programs offer general methods
courses, and this may be a logical
place to incorporate the use of
metaphor in teaching. By focusing on such part-skill as set
induction, closure, stimulus
variation, the use of examples to
teach concepts and the development of questioning skills, general methods courses have already identified a structure that
lends itself to the use of rnetaphorical thinking.

Set induction is generally viewed as one of
most crucial for a beginning teacher to
master (Cooper 1990).
In the following sections, I
will explore the techniques that
comprise the skils enumerated
above and examine how metaphorical thinking can be developed through these techniques.
Because general methods courses
tend to stress the replicative nature of teaching skills (e.g., students are frequently required to
reproduce a particular skill in a
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ometime during the fifth
century A.D., an Irish Christian monk known as Brenda
journeyed into the cold Atlantic
in a boat madc of ox hides.
Brendan had heard that somewhere in the West one could find
Paradise. Travelers from the
west had even provided him
proof: the fresh fragrance that
lingered on their cloaks could
only have come from a land of
delight.
Brendan, apparently, was a
shrewd, hard-bitten fellow. The
measly existence offered to Ireland's earliest Christians denied
life to all but the toughest. Having heard about Paradise and
wanting to see it for himself, he
gathered a small crew and put to
sea. Like Egypt's desert anchorite hermits, he trusted God to
determine his fate.
We don't know exactly
where Brendan went. He later
claimed to have found an island
inhabited by large sheep; a whale

so large that he and his crew
landed on its back; an island
peopled with giants who blew
fire at the helpless holy men;
columns of crystal rising from
the sea; fog so dense that their
sense of direction was lost; and
finally, a delightful island of
flowers and birds, where an angel
told Brendan to return home and
tell others about the place.

Havingheardabout
Paradise and wanti~zg$0
see it for himself, he
gatheredasmallcrew
and put lo sea.
Brendan's journey lasted
seven cold and wet years.
Sometime later his story was
written down in a Latin text
called f i e .Vuvigiltio. For centuries afterward, only the Irish

placed much stock in it, claiming
that Brendan had "discovered"
the new World long before Columbus and even the Vikings.
Some thought he had sailed to
the Caribbean or Newfoundland.
Brendan may have made a series
of short trips. landing at various
islands in the North Atlantic until
he reached Newfoundland. As
Jean Fritz ( 1979) has suggested,
even hTewfoundlarld's barren
shore can look good after years at
sea. For most people, though,
thestoryofBrendanwasviewed
as an entertaining bit of exaggeration, perhaps the result of
religious fanaticism or too much
sallajr,

The story has wonderful elements: adventure, sea monsters,
perseverance, hardship, faith, attd
finally, success. It enjoys a place
among all such epic tales. However, a number of twentiethcentury developments have led to
a reex amination of Brendan's
journey+ To begin with, an odd
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artifact was found on Baffin Is-

land. Archaeologists speculate
that the small wooden carving,
which may predate known
Christian settlements in the area,
represents a Christian priest
(Sabo & Sabo, 1978).
Tim Severin ( I 978) made a
journey in the mid- 1 980s which
further enhances the possibility
that Brendan or some other Irish
Chstian did indeed reach Newfoundland. Severin is a British
historian, adventurer, and author
who has made a career of reenacting legendary events to determine whether they have any
basis in fact.

No one can read about
his voyage without
wondering how n small
group offifth century
monks would have fared
without a radio, life
rafls, and Goretex
After learning as much as he
could about early Irish culture,
Severin built a leather curragh
and sailed it with a crew of four.
His "Brendan Voyage" took him
from IreIand north to the Faeroes,
Iceland, Greenland, and to Newfoundland. His boat didn't rot in
the water, as many had predicted.
Severin also connected the events
described in The Navigatio with
geographical sites encountered
on his journey. The island of
sheep may well have been the

Faeroes. The fire-throwing giants may have been imagined
during a volcanic eruption in
Iceland. The glaciers that threatened Severin's craR resembled
columns of crystal, and the fog
off Newfoundland is frequently
very dense. It may well be that
what Brendan described as sea
monsters was actually a school of
pilot whales being chased by
killer whales.
Severin's account is provocative in other ways as well.
His descriptions are vivid and
give his readers a true sense of
what it was like to be days from
land in a tiny craft, saturated and
shivering, facing massive fields
of potentially deadly ice floes,
with mouldy packets of food and
little hope of finding fish for dinner. No one can read about his
voyage without wondering how a
small group of fifth century
monks would have fared without
a radio, life rafts, and Goretex.
The appeal of Brendan's and
Severin's voyages i s not resewed
for adults. Such tales also serve
as ideal starting points for
teachlng history and social studies to young children, which is
what we at the University of New
Brunswick Faculty of Education
are currently trying to do with the
aid of local teachers.
Our theoretical plan was first
outlined in A PruposaZ to Revise
the Elementary Social Studies
Curriculum (Clarke et al., 1 990)
which identified inadequacies in
the existing elementary-level social studies curriculum and suggested that a new approach be
explored.
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Educators' definitions
of "horizons" have
remained unchanged
for halfa centuy.
ThUS, despite mass
communications, rapid
transportation, and an
increasingly mobile and
versatile workforce,
elementary social
studies instruction is
doggedly modeled
around an image of society that is largely rural, isolated, and static.
The recommended program
was to be freed of the constraints
that too often accompany "expanding horizons" types of studies, and instead venture into
content that is distant to children-both spatially and in time.
That is, it was suggested that
elementary-level children study
the lives and times of people in

ancient eras and in truly foreign
lands. Furthermore, the proposal
described how literature-in the
form of biography, hstorical
novels, travel accounts, myths
and legends, religious stories,
poetry, and drama-an
provide
a focal point for fulfilling the
goals of social studies and can
make the study of things "long
ago and far away" pleasurable.
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The defense of early instruction of history and geography is
largely based on a critique of the
expanding-horizons curriculum
design. Recent scholarship
(Egan,1979; Levstik, 1986a) effectively disqualified expandinghorizons for a number of reasons.
To begin with, this ideology is
woefully behind the times. Educators' definitions of "horizons"
have remained unchanged for
half a century. Thus, despite
mass communications, rapid
transportation, and ah increasingly mobile and versatile
workforce, elementary social
studies instruction is doggedly
modeled around an image of society that is largely rural, isolated, and static. The apparent
reluctance with which horizons
are broadened leads to the exclusion of fascinating areas of study:
Too ofien children are limited to
a western, myopic outlook.
Some of the most provocative
declarations against expandinghorizons based curricula are
founded on consideration of children's imagination and experience. Because the very horizons
being broadened are currently
measured in strict years and
miles, the result is a pragmatic
course of study. The mundane
and the measurable are thought
to be more important than the
unpredictable realm of the
imagination. However, children
derive more lasting and meaningful ideas when their sense of
wonder is allowed to guide
learning. Expanding horizonsbased curricula overlook valuable opportunities in teaching

and eventually quash feelings of
excitement about social studies.
A frnal basis for objections to
the pedagogy of expanding horizons is the result of a reexamination of Piagetian development
theory. In the past, Piaget's theory has been cited as proof that
children cannot learn the most
abstract aspects of history while
at the "concrete operations"
stage. Rather than dismissing
hi story instruction altogether,
teachers should seek more suitable approaches to the subject
given the abilities of the children
at that level. This more optimistic use of developmental psychology has been used successfully for decades in Britain
(Coltham, 1971), France (Dumas
and Lee, 19851, West Germany,
and Italy (Springer, 1969). New
York and California have recently begun adopting similar
interpretations (Bradley Commission Schools, 1988).
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Objectivity - so commonly a goal of the
textbook writer - does
not satisfy children.
Narratives, on the
other hand, do.
Many educators have abandoned the established content and
methods of social studies instruction in favor of studies that
reflect the dynamism of modern
society and the global prospective required therein (Tway and

White, 1988). In their search for
a pedagogical approach that includes things "long ago and far
away" while catering to the children's abilities and interests, they
have found that narrative forms
of writing are far more evocative
for children than expository textbooks. A literature-based social
studies curriculum is preferable
for many reasons. First, literature can bring to children a depth
of understanding that is oRen unavailable in textbooks. Texts too
oRen take a shallow view of the
world: attempts to reflect global
complexities result in sterile and
condescending vignettes which
too frequently perpetuate existing
stereotypes.
Children view the world with
a great deal of subjectivity; they
ascribe values to everything they
encounter. Objectivity-so
commonly a goal of the textbook
writer4oes not satisfy children.
Narratives, on the other hand, do.
Creative writing is a reflection of
humanity. As such, it can be
used to fit recognized traits of
humanity into social studies.
The narrative form is also
germane to history. The earliest
historians collected stories; they
did not undertake formal analyses of the past. Even today we
use anecdotal information about
our forebearers. We relate stories about immigration and
homesteading; our ideas about
our ancestors are not classified
under such subheadings as "the
five factors leading to Irish emigration to the New World." For
children, the study of history
should commence with anecdotal

forms found in creative writing.
In this way history can become
associated directly with children's own experiences. It will
elicit the same subjectivity and
be more consistent with the ways
in which children perceive their
surroundings. Indeed, some researchers (Levstik, 1 986b) have
found that exposing children to
stories about things distant encourages them to undertake formal historical and geographical
studies in the upper grades.
Theory into Practice

To illustrate this new curricular fbcus, a team of faculty
members and teachers in New
Brunswick has created and tested
a number of units that demonstrate how children can enjoy and
learn from stories. To some extent, the search for stories that
lend themselves well to elementary-level classes ended up
steering the entire project. The
stories chosen for the illustrative
units had to fulfill certain criteria.
They had to be written in a style
that young people could appreciate. Few teachers have the time
to adapt a tale from a more complex text or to improvise with
details when a version seems
uninspiring.
Since this project is concerned with more than the literary aspects of a given story, a
selection of background materials had to be found to complement each tale. When children
read Jean Fritz's Brandan, the
Navigator, the story is embellished with material on Irish
Christianity, medieval monas-

teries, the Celts and Vikings, the

North Atlantic, volcanoes, navigation and even the lives of various saints. Since Tim Severin's
Brendan Voyage provides the
most detailed study of the original journey, the children study it
also.

The stories were chosen at
frst with no real thematic link.
Originally, such subjects as
shelter and reasons for settlement
were considered. Soon,though,
the appeal of stories that involve
journeys became apparent. The
classroom appeal of stories o f
travel is readily understandable.
Journeys involve people with
drive, purpose and strength; for
only such individuals were like1y
to undertake the hardships of
early travel. Joumeys are episodic, which makes it possible to
describe them in chunks, based
on time or geographic details.
Journeys have recognizable beginnings and endings and can,
therefore, satisfy the need for
structure. Journeys also enable
children to move in both space
and time sirnultanwusly. They
can plot events and actually follow travelers from one place to
another, sharing imaginatively
the sensations of each. Records
of journeys describe the joining
together of two or more cultures,
creating cross-culturd experiences for the reader.
Finally journeys involve encounters with the unknown. The
desire "to boldly go where no
man has gone before" is perennial. Furthermore, to a child the
description of a voyage can have
a special appeal. The world un-
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folds for a traveler in much the
same way that it does for a child.
Every mile traversed creates a

new awareness. The western
child's knowledge of Asia accumulates as did Marco Polo's.
Beginning with vague ideas,
pieced together from myths, legends and apocryphal accounts,
they gradually sort truth from
fiction through direct experience
or the traveler's report. For both,
the experience is entirely fresh.
In addition to Brendan's voyage, four historic journeys were
selected:
1. the legend of Jason's quest
for the Golden Fleece,
2. the chronicle of African emperor Mansa Musa's pilgrimage
h m Mali to Mecca,
3. the tale of Marco Polo's
voyage from Venice to China.

and
4. the Chinese stories of the
Monkey King's journey to Lndia
with a Buddhist monk.
Since the time of writing,
the project members have developed a number of additional
journey stories for classroom use
and have printed a 95-page
booklist to help teachers in selecting material. This list can be
obtained by writing to Education
Resource Centre, University of
New Brunswick, P.O. Box 7500,
Fredericton, N.B., Canada E3B5H5 (FAX 506-453-4831).

In the Classrooms
The project organizers felt
certain that these stories would
capture the children's attention,
but it soon became apparent that

there was a need to document
their appeal. Working with children at nearly all levels of the
elementary curriculum and employing widely disparate pedagogical styles, the teachers demonstrated conclusively that stories can carry a wealth of information to children. Furthermore,
stories make children want to
learn Inore about the people and
events that they chronicle.

Publishers are w a y of
innovation and
require a waiting
market before making a
signzjicant investment.
All of the teachers enjoyed
the field-testing segments. They
were personally interested in the
topics and found little difficulty
in sharing their enthusiasm.
They reported that the children
were more willing to listen and
spent more time on work assigned. They felt that the children had a more profound purpose in school work once their
interest in the stories had been
aroused. The children were also

eager to read on with all of the
stories and, according to the favorable reports of several parents, repeated them again at

home. When visitors witnessed
these lessons, they noted the
children's excitement and
pleasure in learning.
This curricular approach is
now being used by other teachers
whose students are learning
about Celtic England, Yuan
China, ancient Egypt and Homeric Greece, all through stories.
The New Brunswick Department
of Education is slowly warming
to the notion of redefining "expanding horizons" and of using
narrative to make things long ago
and far away more accessible to
young children. Other j urisdictions, including British Columbia, are considering similar initiatives.
A large obstacle to creating
such a program is in the acquisjtion of well-told stories and
complementary materials. Our
field-testing teachers go into their
schools with arrnloads of books,
yet devising more readily usable
texts remains a multi-faceted
challenge. Publishers are wary
of innovation and require a
waiting market before making a
significant investment. Even if

stories and related information
are brought together in single
texts, we fear that the focus wiil
be on traditional ways of studying history and geography, and
that the fantastic elements of stories like Monkey King will be lost
in yet another stultifying program. The inclusion of such diverse subjects as Monkey King
and Mansa Musa is fundamental,
as is preserving the diversity of
approaches that teachers and
their students currently enjoy.
One way to overcome these obstacles may be to use desktop
publishing technology to crcatc
resources "on demand," or to revise continually in an effort to
suit the needs and preferences o E
teachers and children in any
given situation.
There is a stimulating altzrnat~veto the unsatisfactory way
in which social studies is currently treated in elementary
schools. Centuries of events occurring in a world of places are
all accessible through stories.
These stories exist and need only
be brought to children for learning to begin.
Orzginallypublishudin Vul.XIX,
No.4, Nov. 1993.
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Editor's Note
About this issue:
This issue of T l ~ r t ~ ~ h uirrl ~Educ.ntion,
ls
and the next, is presented to you by the Threshold5 it?
Education Board of Directors. We have selected articles from our archives that have relevance to
problems in t hc many gcugraphies of our readership and present responsible frameworks for discussions
that are ongoing. This uolleotion represents the thinkings of students, professors and teachers about both
thc content and procebs of educational enterprisc. The work spans the disciplines and crosses many
boundaries. Within these articles are the vniccs of over 120 others (see references at the end of each
article). With this ~ h o m swe close out Volume XXITI.

About future issues:
We are in the process of repositioning Thresholds in Editrr-riiorr to represent the teacher's vilicc in
thc ycar 2,000 and bcyond. That voice will continue to provide informed articles about issues in educ;ition. [t will also speak to the readership through other formats: poetry. art, and some special itltersst
scctions in each issue, plus a web site . . . soon to he on-line. We hope you'll he with us as we contit~i~e
our journcy.
Wc want to know what you think. What problems are you most preoccupied with? How can
Thrc~sltnlc!.~
ill Elfwalie~1
providc support to you? What themes would you like I o see addressed in the
next 36 mo t ~hs'!
t
Who would you like to hear from? How might you be a part of our future publications
as we cross the threshold into the next millennium?

. .
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A word ubout the publication date on this issue. . .

I

To maintain the indexing integrity of this joutnal, we publish
4 issues per vuiume. When institutional or editorial problems
delay publication, we remain in sequence. Therefore, the
publication date of this issue is AugustJNovernber, 1997 even
though it was actually printed and distributed in January, 2000.
Thresholds Revisited TI will be published shortly. We expect
to be back on schedule by the end of the second quarter, 2000.
If you have any questions about this policy and your subscription, contact Betty Lahti at 8 15/753-9359 or fax 8 151753-
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